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People & Places
People and places—simply said—may be at the
center of global marketing, and this issue of The
Internationalist features both.
We’re always proud to celebrate the people
behind the brands, and our Internationalists
of the Year feature marks our 9th year of
naming those marketing leaders who’ve
accomplished extraordinary achievements
over the past 12 months. In fact, many communications
programs would not have gotten off the ground without their drive, determination and
fearlessness. They’re an inspiration to us all.
This issue also takes a look back at several Internationalists from past years who are
continuing to innovate. In fact, the late Steve Jobs, a 2004 Internationalist, expressed
uncanny wisdom when he said, “You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can only
connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots will somehow connect in your
future. You have to trust in something — your gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. This approach
has never let me down, and it has made all the difference in my life.”
We certainly look to our Internationalists of the Year to “connect the dots,” but we also
know that they are helping to reinvent the future of marketing.
So from people, we shift to place, and the 8th Annual Hub Culture Zeitgeist Ranking
takes a look at cities of the world trending now—with some big differences compared
to just a year ago. London continues to top the list, and also stars at the most expensive
city. Rio climbs to #2 as the World Cup approaches; Tokyo takes the #5 spot—thanks to
Abenomics, and newcomers include Detroit, Tel Aviv, Bangkok and Black Rock City, the
home of the Burning Man Festival.
For those unfamiliar with Hub and Zeitgeist, the initiative began with Stan Stalnaker,
ex-Fortune, whose 2002 book Hub Culture: The Next Wave of Urban Consumers, framed
the concept of globalized social communities. HubCulture.com then became a leading
reference point for the uniquely globalized zeitgeist that defines Hub Culture, with
curated content and sharp coverage of the global scene. In January 2007 the company
released its first Zeitgeist Ranking, calling the scene in the world’s leading urban centers
Deb Malone
Founder
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Hub Culture 2014 Zeitgeist Ranking
Welcome to Hub’s 8th Annual Zeitgeist Ranking - charting the pending urban moment in the squishiest
of ways, with pure conjecture, conversation and cold calculating analysis on the subjective mood.
To prepare, Hub Culture distills conversations from around the world into a gut feeling, utilizing a
range of soft factors. As always, new themes emerged around changing definitions of influence, a
growing appreciation for ‘the broken’, and a new sense of irrelevance in old hierarchic structures.
At the same time, old metrics still apply, which is why London held on to this year’s top spot. Beyond
that, wellness, community and vitality, coupled with reinvention while dealing with persistent problems
are this year’s dominant themes.

1. London (2013 Rank: 1) Pretty much
the most expensive city in the world,
London is on a precipice, while the
country is technically broke and the
weather remains dreadful as ever, money
simply wants to live here. So Rolls-Royces
glide the urban core, and its literally
impossible to get a table reservation
-anywhere, even if you’re a member of
one of London’s many storied private
clubs. For many in Europe’s capital city,
the good times are back and money is
being made — with rents climbing 1025% over the last year. What’s lacking is a
sobering assessment of the truth: should
London’s status as a real-estate tax haven
propped up by foreign cash become
too widely known, will the delusions of
grandeur fizzle?
2. Rio de Janeiro (2013 Rank: 4) The
frozen acai smoothie of global cities,
Rio’s moment is finally here. More than
hosting this year’s World Cup and World
Surfing Championships, Rio captures
the generally good spirits of the moment,
and reflects our obsession with health
and vitality, even if the city is a festering,
overpriced cauldron of craziness. In
a way that the world previously envied
American dreams, Rio’s photo-ready
way of life sets the new standard of envy
across the planet, and for that, we can all
thank the humble, happy Carioca.

3. Miami (2013 Rank: 3) Last year
Miami bolted back to attention amid
resurgence, and this year the trend
continues, with a subtle power shift in
play.What’s evident is this: the city has
graduated from an obsession with Art
(thank you ABMB) to an obession with
6
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Design (thank you Zaha). Vain. Glorious.
It’s okay.

4. Los Angeles (2013 Rank: off) After
owning the early years of this ranking,
Los Angeles fell off the deep-end with
the financial crisis. Like Rio and Miami,
Los Angeles today is all about quality
of life. No one works, (not the old way),
and the pace here feels healthier than it
used to — less panties-in-da-club, more
roof-top lounge. The feel in LA right now
is surface perfection and sunny vibes —
nevermind the underlying drought.

5. Tokyo (2013 Rank: 8) Tokyo is still
feeling the flush of cash injected by
Abenomics in 2012-13, and could it be
that the city is feeling the future more
than ever? Living with the Fukushima
disaster taught Tokyo how to deal with a
kind of rolling psychological apocalypse.
Is our tuna radiated? Will everyone get
cancer? How does a country reinvent
its power grid? Weird questions, but the
answers that Tokyo comes up with point
a way for everyone else in a world of
uncertainty.

6. Moscow (2013 Rank: 11) Moscow
ranks highly this year not because of
the impending Sochi Olympics or any
‘positive’ factors, but because of the
culture wars that have erupted across
much of the conservative urban world.
Where the West had 20 years to come
to terms with gay rights and Pussy Riot
style activism, Moscovian struggles with
these issues are symptomatic of a huge
trend, mired in different sets of values
and mores that don’t gel well in the age of
Facebook.

7. Hong Kong (2013 Rank: 3) Forever
trapped inside a champagne bubble,
everyone is too busy having a good time
to pay attention to this ranking, which
says it all. Point of interest: rapidly
growing squatter-like encampents
in protected parks indicate some
undercurrents of un-Gucciness.
8. Detroit (2013 Rank: New) Catharsis
is a beautiful thing. Detroit’s death at the
hands of municipal lenders marked the
low point in a long, sad recent history.
From the ‘ruin porn’ of abandoned
buildings littering Buzzfeed to the
railroad talk among American youth of
squatting an urban farm, Detroit right
now is about resurrection. It is gutwrenching to watch, but from the crisis
of Detroit are glimmers of hope. If it
works, Detroit may turn out to be the best
example of renewal the world has ever
seen. If it doesn’t, blame the endemic
corruption, not the kids giving mouth-tomouth to a dying city.

9. Brooklyn (2013 Rank: New) For
the first time, we’re breaking Brooklyn
out from New York City. Even though
it is literally a borough, Brooklyn really
is its own thing. In the same way that
NYC has gentrified to become almost
unrelatable, Brookyln has coolified to
become Establishment, the king of
Neighbourhoods. The Brooklyn vibe is
the reigning reference for the modern
establishment. So Brooklyn, give us your
plaited and your flanneled, your organic
tomatoes and rooftop bees, yearning to
breathe free — the world has given up
resisting.
￼
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10. Tel Aviv (2013 Rank: New) Tel
Aviv! From out of nowhere, this city kept
coming up in our discussions this year.
From Davos to Melbourne, people are
talking about Tel Aviv. On one hand,
tech has emerged, with massive deals
pumping huge cash into the tech scene
— with Wazeredefining the highway
experience, eToro changing the face
of trading, and Wix making it easy for
anyone to build a website. There’s also
the beaches, the booze and the babes!
Silicon Wadi has arrived, just don’t
mention that pesky Palestinian freedom
awkwardness, and you’ll be fine.
11. New York (2013 Rank: 6) Everyone
loves New York, but the place is
increasingly out of touch. Its twin pillars
of power, big finance and big media, feel
totally out of step with what’s happening
in the real world. Manhattan has become
such an oasis of privilege that its become
impossible to recognise or serve the
needs of the common man. Meanwhile,
the mallification of the City continues,
erasing culture block by block. Even
Papaya Dog has closed — the surest sign
of something amiss there ever was. Sigh.
At least there’s still the advertising and
fashion thing. Its may still be New York
City, but the new has been suffocated
with a fat corporate ogilopolic pillow.

12. Berlin (2013 Rank: 10) Berlin is
like a designer hostel. Inexpensive but
inviting, exhibiting a certain youthful
sexiness, but slightly annoying when your
shoes stick to the disco floor’s muddy
beer puddles.

13. Bangkok (2013 Rank: New
Marking its first time ever on the list,
the key phrase here is rolling with it.
Somehow Bangkok has mastered the art
of quasi-permanent revolution, figuring
out how to keep the place humming amid
constant political uncertainty. There is
something very clever, and very now,
about this skill, where Cairo could take a
lesson. Bangkok is a balance between the
constant threat of street water cannons
and an over-supply of orchid necklaces,
but what it remains is resilient. Life
goes on, and the place just gets better —
especially from a design perspective.

14. Black Rock City (2013 Rank:
New) Burning Man’s annual tempcity of 70,000 influences the world’s
influencers, and it is teaching us all
important lessons in civic organisation,
crowd intelligence, pop-up power and

N
more. Some would argue that Burning
Man’s influence as a festival is on the
wane, which may be true. Black Rock
City’s rise as a utopian, utilitarian
experiment in social physics is another
thing altogether, and its teaching us all
about the merger between the virtual
and the physical, the spiritual and the
temporal. Its amazing that something so
flitting could change the way we think
about cities and the role citizens play in
them. BRC is the DMT of Zeitgeist.

15. Istanbul (2013 Rank: 9) Still
heaving with potential, Turkey’s voyage
in the modern world is all about
connectivity. While this year nothing
particularly new jumps out (other than
amazing local engineering projects
under oceans to link continents), the
role Istanbul plays in bridging the
European with cultures of the Silk Road
is undisputed. Istanbul is more than the
capital of Turkey and a city with youthful
energy, its also becoming the capital of all
those obscure, commodity rich booming
republics to its north and east, playing
a pivotal balancing role to Moscow for
Central Asian influence.

16. Panama City (2013 Rank: 19)
Panama City climbs three notches this
year, playing up its cultural position as
the conceptual love-child of Luxembourg
and Miami. It has elements of both — a
booming offshore banking sector coupled
with beach-front high-rises that evoke
gilded retirements for gringos the world
over. Its tax-havenish status, couple with a
short flying time from the US, is drawing
all sorts of business and investment, and
it remains incredibly cheap. Year ahead?
Pint-Sized Wonder.

17. Beijing (2013 Rank: 12) Beijing
really needs to do something about the
air and the environment at large. On
days where the pollution indexes pass
300 and citizens literally choke in the
streets, it becomes evident that success
is about more than export numbers and
GDP. Beijing is visible for all the wrong
reasons lately, and other than frenetic
construction (which is, admittedly,
amazing to behold) the consequences of
unchecked development are catching up
fast. As China watchers know, the Party
has an uncanny ability to turn things
around when it puts its mind to it. Right
now there is little outside leverage to do
so, so things continue to drift toward
atmospheric gridlock.
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18. Shanghai (2013 Rank: 15) While
Shanghai’s business sophistication now
exceeds that of almost anywhere on the
planet, it suffers from many of the same
existential issues that currently plague
Beijing. The same story of economic
growth is not enough. One bright spot is
the 3D printing and local manufacturing
revolution that is turning Shanghai into
a city of independent designers. That is
exciting and portends well for Shanghai’s
pending emergence as a global design
centre for the 21st century, but its not
quite ready for prime-time yet.

19. Dubai (2012 Rank: 17) Dubai
tends to do well when things are
humming along. Middle East fears are
at an all-time recent low, and investment
from across the world is pouring into
the tiny Emirate. Success and growth
in neighbouring Bahrain, Qatar, Abu
Dhabi and even Oman are feeding the
city, creating a more regional identity that
the area needs. This uptick in regional
focus is enough to land Dubai back on
the list — while a gleaming metropolis in
the desert is anything but sustainable, the
Dubai dream of a global hub driving the
region’s growth looks more and more like
a sure bet.
20. Seoul (2012 Rank: 5) Last year’s
cultural pop tart is this year’s crumbs, but
Seoul sticks to the list for a new reason:
true technological leadership. While the
rest of the automotive world is betting
on electric, Seoul is leapfrogging with a
move to hydrogen vehicles that could hit
the market as early as next year.
All that hard work building an integrated,
networked economy is paying off, and
its great to see the mood here less about
copying other work and more about being
FIRST. First wearable watches coming
from Samsung. First hydrogen cars.
Maybe not the best in the world, but for
the first time, first. (But still last on this
year’s ranking.)
Heave Ho: Delhi, Stockholm, Madrid,
Sao Paulo, San Francisco, Cape Town,
Singapore — We think about more
than 150 cities when preparing these
rankings, and making the top 20 is very
difficult. Delhi — nothing new, Stockholm
— tends to vacillate between super hot and
super not, Sao Paulo — finally eclipsed
by Rio, and suffering from high costs, San
Francisco, so far up itself it can’t even see
Secession Valley, Cape Town, always fun,
just not this year. Singapore — oddly,
completely forgotten.
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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From Las Vegas to Davos, an
Eye toward the Evolution of
Marketing in 2014
By Deborah Malone, The Internationalist

As the industry settles from early January’s
future-driven frenzy of CES in Las Vegas
with 3D printing, wearable computing and
driverless cars to more sobering messages
from the World Economic Forum at
Davos-Klosters, Switzerland, it is worth
assessing how marketing now fares in the
midst of developing technologies, shifting
global economies, media innovation and
fast-changing consumer culture.
Although many trends have long been

underway and new developments
aren’t timed to turning the calendar
page with another year, there
have been recent milestones that
moved marketing forward, as well
as initiatives and conversations
that will impact our thinking in
2014. Certainly a continued focus
on content, purposeful branding
and agency reinvention will factor
tremendously this year, due largely to
marketing’s evolution in a sociallytransparent world.
Let’s not forget that 2013 marked the
year that Red Bull Stratos featured
Felix Baumgartner’s “space jump”
with unprecedented results, a new
Pope connected with his church via
Twitter @pontifex, and Omnicom
and Publicis changed our notion
of summer surprises with an
unexpected announcement of a
merger to create the world’s largest

ad agency holding company. Twitter
partnered with television to launch
Amplify for today’s multiple screen
consumer. Facebook increased its
mobile presence and introduced
autoplay video, while Instagram
and Pinterest are accepting paid
advertising
Google, according to Dow Jones,
became the most talked about
company of 2013 in terms of media
attention (dethroning Apple) in a
world where Android now boasts
a global market share of over
80% among mobile platforms.
Amazon set sales records at the
holiday season with orders totaling
426 items per second on Cyber
Monday—even before it can use
drones to deliver packages faster.
China’s Alibaba— larger than
Amazon and eBay combined—
discussed a potential IPO that

would not only yield a new global
powerhouse, but also turn more
attention to the Middle Kingdom.
Mary Barra was named CEO of
General Motors to become perhaps
the most powerful woman in
business. A.G. Lafley returned to
his old job as CEO of Procter &
Gamble. Carter Murray became
of the Global CEO of one of the
world’s largest global advertising
agency networks, DraftFCB, at age
38. Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg
asked us to “Lean In.” Al Jazeera
America launched in the US, and
thanks largely to the takeover of
Al Gore’s Current TV, ended the
year with access to over 50 million
households. Japan’s Suntory
announced it would buy Beam
Inc. for $13.6 billion to become the
third-largest distiller globally

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Obama and the Danish Prime
Minister, certainly helped with broader
notoriety.
Oreo’s Twitter “dunk in the dark”
response to a Super Bowl power
outage, not only generated immediate
topical buzz, but has caused all
brands to rethink their “emergency
preparedness” while many adapt to a
newsroom style of relevant messaging.
Other remarkable ads that reflect a
new ethos in advertising included:
Dove’s “Real Beauty Sketches” created
by Unilever, Ogilvy Brazil and PHD
International, which explored through
a police sketch artist how women view
their own beauty in contrast to what
others see, and Chrysler’s “So God
Made a Farmer” for its Ram Truck
division, which not only paid tribute
to American farmers, but helped grow
market share.

and parent to the iconic American
whiskey brands, Jim Beam and
Maker’s Mark.
“Selfie” became the Oxford
Dictionary’s Word of the Year.
Although “selfie” originated over a
decade ago in Australia, the word went
from a slang expression to common
usage in 2013. Largely embraced as
a term for the millennial generation,
Pope Francis, as well President

So where do we go from here?
The broad subject of “content” is one
of the first places, and now that even
the venerable New York Times has
embraced “native advertising,” the
discussion of all variety of content
will continue. We have arrived at a
time when people are interested in
discovering more about brands and
all they stand for—on their own. Of
course, advertising can build brand

N
awareness, but the new media world
enables consumers to navigate for
their own discoveries, comments,
and endorsements.
World Federation of Advertisers
(WFA) President Martin Riley, who
also serves as CMO of PernodRicard, said it well in an article
supporting Wharton’s Advertising
2020 initiative:

“Content which is developed by the
brands or co-created, will have to be
of a high standard to differentiate
itself from the mass of consumer
generated content, and will have
to clearly reflect the brands values,
beliefs and benefits. In other words,
advertisers will have to ensure even
more than now that the investment
they place in advertising is well
spent, because it is building desire
for the brand and communicating
its message to stand out above all the
noise on the web.”
According to a 2014 Trends report
from Carat, we are seeing a
“polarization” of content based on
context. The report outlines: “In
video we’re seeing a polarization
between the glossy series like Netflix’
House of Cards, which cost over
$4m an episode, and the YouTubeonly content which costs next to

Content which is developed by the brands or
co-created, will have to be of a high standard
to differentiate itself from the mass of consumer
generated content, and will have to clearly reflect the
brands values, beliefs and benefits.
Martin Riley
10
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nothing. In advertising we’re seeing
a polarization between long form
content, like Jaguar’s 12 minute film
Desire, starring Damian Lewis, and
all of the 6-second Vines that brands
are producing. In news content
we’re seeing a polarization between
new, very immersive content forms
being trialed by newspapers, like the
New York Times’ ‘Snow Fall’ feature,
and the more immediate and basic
content of sites like Buzzfeed.”

The discussion of native advertising
continues. Interestingly, the
US Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) expressed concerns about
the potential for consumers to be
“deceived” by native ads, while
the IAB (Internet Advertising
Bureau) has begun to introduce a
standardized language for native
advertising, along with selfregulatory guidelines. Today both
brands and publishers alike are
increasingly establishing division to
produce messaging that feels like
editorial content. And an entirely
new breed of vendor is appearing to
help scale the distribution of such
content.

N

Some say that native advertising
is way to gain the attention of
ad-skeptical consumers—even
though most consumers will
eventually learn to avoid native
content in the same way that they’ve
shunned banners and email ads.
For many publishers, though, it is
also a way of gaining much-needed
digital revenue—even if some see
it as a modern version of the old
advertorial.
Others believe that native
advertising, done well, can
deepen relationships with a
select audience—the alternative
to the scale of display ads and
programmatic buys. Some
advertisers are creating native
experiences that are entertaining,
informative, or educational, and
can rank among some of today’s
most interesting work. Perhaps
like all advertising, some native
ads will be great, but most will be
unexceptional at best.
Regardless of which argument you
espouse, transparency in native
advertising is a paramount issue.
Stephanie Losee, managing editor
of Dell global communications, who
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supported the New York Times first
native venture, has been repeatedly
quoted as saying: “Advertorial
is soul-destroying. The content
should not be promotional. It’s an
opportunity to publish content that’s
interesting to an audience that is
interested in your company.”
Note that many native ads are
labeled as “sponsored content, the
New York Times clearly labeled
their first native venture with Dell
as “Paid For and Posted by Dell.”
And additional disclaimer reads:
“This page was produced by the
Advertising Department of The New
York Times in collaboration with
Dell. The news and editorial staffs of
The New York Times had no role in
its preparation.”
To say that marketing has changed
is an understatement. In the
20 years that I’ve been involved
with this business, I’ve seen
marketing evolve-- dramatically.
Not only is it more critical to any
organization, but it can literally
do good, transform brand and
consumer relationships through
honesty and passion, and even
make a difference in the world.
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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We’ve seen persuasive examples
through Unilever’s Lifebouy “Help
a Child Reach 5” initiative, Vestas
Wind Systems’ Wind for Prosperity,
Digicel’s programs in markets like
Haiti, Coca Cola’ EKOCENTERS,
Toyota’s Meals Per Hour and
ConAgra’s efforts to fight child
hunger—just to name a few.
There’s no question that today’s
transparent social media environment
has radically shifted the rules of “doing
good business.” Responsibility and
Transparency are now critical to how
any brand or business plays its proper
role in society.
More companies are embracing big,
sustainable ideas that demonstrate
true marketing innovation in an effort
to deeply connect with customers’
passions and values. These ideas
go beyond charitable giving, CSR
programs, “green” initiatives or even
cause-related ventures. They are
simply CENTRAL to marketing ideals.
When done right, business growth is
often a result, as is making a world of
difference. This new way of working
truly represents a global revolution in
marketing objectives and possibilities.
So what about the agency world? If
the increased responsibilities of 21st
century marketers have become
more complex with greater levels of
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accountability in our era of “big data”
and social transparency, then the ad
agency landscape, too, has become
more complicated. It’s no secret that
the agency world has also become
more pressured with greater demands
for talent, new resources, tracking
tools, collaborative structure, and
the ever-present overlay of economic
realities increasingly affected by
procurement guidelines.
One clearly-emerging trend is a
greater focus on relevant value
creation for clients, but largely for the
brands themselves. Creativity today
is increasingly about innovation,
solutions, results and sales—with
thinking that transcends a singular
focus on just producing good
advertising. (This doesn’t mean that
good advertising isn’t important, but
transformative insights and big ideas
just could result in broader business
solutions.) The influx of so much
more data, as well as a combined right
and left brain approach, give agencies
new opportunities for solving client
problems in many new frontiers.
We’ve repeatedly heard the prediction
from Gartner analyst Laura McLellan
that by 2017 CMOs will buy more
technology than CIOs in their
increasingly accountable world. Not
only does this forecast acknowledge
that marketing will become more
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technology-based, but it underscores
how mastering Big Data will be a key
competitive advantage for brands,
while also suggesting that marketing
budgets will grow larger than IT
budgets.
While this is extremely important,
agencies can add a critical overlay of
sophisticated brand and consumer
understanding to turn Big Data in
actionable results by staying focused
on a customer strategy that is realtime, and increasingly, mobile-first.
A final few words on 2014?
Martin Sorrell said in one of his many
speeches during the heart of the
financial crisis, “Never underestimate
America.” I’d agree, particularly when
it comes to innovation, technology and
the sheer drive for doing business.
Of course, that does not rule out
other new and traditional centers
of excellence throughout the world,
particularly China and its powerful
media/technology companies.
However, The Wall Street Journal’s
High Definition columnist, Farhad
Manjoo, may sum it up best in his
comments about Google Glass, the
ultimate wearable computer: “Do we
want the Internet to dominate every
single part of our lives? In 2014, we’ll
begin to answer that question.”

Do we want the Internet to dominate every single
part of our lives? In 2014, we’ll begin to answer
that question.
Farhad Manjoo
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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GLOBETROTTERS
This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas,
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos!
TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

CLAUDIA LAGUNAS TO
VISA, SAN FRANCISCO
Claudia Lagunas, originally from
Mexico and a Pepsi veteran since
1990, is moving to San Francisco to
take on a new role at Visa in March.
She’ll be responsible for Global
Partnerships, Strategy and Digital
Excellence throughout the world, and
will work with Shiv Singh, another
past Pepsi marketing star who was
named as an Internationalist of the Year in 2012.
Claudia’s most recent role at PepsiCo International was Global
Digital Marketing Director where she created and implemented
a global framework for digital media execution across all PepsiCo
markets and key beverage portfolios. A world traveler, Claudia has a
great understanding of not only branding and content strategy, but
also on how to make campaigns appeal to customers in different
regions with different cultures, languages, and beliefs. She has long
championed emerging communication platforms for PepsiCo.
And we wish her the greatest of success at Visa. And we’re
looking forward to hearing more.

KEVIN WINDORF JOINS
IMRE AND SPEAKS IN
TONGUES…
Kevin Windorf, President of
the Financial Communications
Society, an industry association
based in New York, is a man
of many talents. Formerly of
CNBC, he recently joined IMRE,
a US agency focused on digital,

advertising, social and PR, as SVP-Financial Services where
he leads a specialty practice and helps IMRE’s teams create
integrated messaging for financial brands. 			
As if a full time job and leading an association weren’t enough,
Kevin is also an accomplished writer. His latest book, Speaking
in Tongues, is a short story collection that’s now available in
paperback and e-book. One reviewer called it: “... as satisfying as
that first cold beer after work ...”
His earlier work, The Gate, is a thriller and an ongoing
serialized novella, which was selected by NPR/National Public
Radio as a “favorite” and read on air during “All Things
Considered” earlier this year.

VALENTINE’S DAY
AND FAMILY: LOVE
Many know Tim Love, the
former Vice-Chairman
of Omnicom Group who
retired last year after 40
years in the business.
However, few may realize
that Tim was an art major
(and baseball player)
before he started his first
ad agency. Interestingly,
the entire Love family is
amazingly artistic.
For Valentine’s Day, John
Erdos Design in Singapore
showcased FAMILY: LOVE
Art. In addition to Tim’s
paintings, the exhibition featured work from wife Kate, daughter
Eliza and sons Mac and Harrison.

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Internationalists of the Year Updates
“The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you can see.”—Winston Churchill
We thought we’d take heed of Churchill’s advice and look at a number of our past Internationalists of the Year—
especially since so many were nominated again for honors this year. We often joke that an Internationalist is named
for life, so The Internationalist will continue with updates on marketing leaders named in past years as we approach a
decade of “Celebrating the People Behind the Brands.”
MORTEN ALBÆK
Denmark’s inspirational CMO Morten Albæk
was named an Internationalist of the Year in 2011
for his ability to lead the transformation of wind
turbine manufacturing company Vestas Wind
Systems A/S—the world’s largest renewable energy
company—from a product-oriented to a customerfocused organization. We knew then that he
thought about marketing in new ways, particularly
his belief in a “capitalistic humanistic innovation
platform.” Albæk explained: “This means that innovation needs to
do two things at the same time: generate the highest possible revenue,
and, concurrently, have a positive societal impact.”
Several years later, he has proven that is indeed doable.
In fact, Morten Albæk is proof positive that marketers can do good,
transform brand and consumer relationships, build business growth,
and make an impact on the world at large. His initiative, Wind for
Prosperity, was unveiled in November in partnership with the United
Nations and a global coalition of partners including Abu Dhabi’s
renewable energy company Masdar, Richard Branson’s not-forprofit Carbon War Room, Econet Wireless, and Frontier Investment
Management. The program’s initial goal is to deploy wind energy that
provides electricity for 100 communities lacking electricity, or roughly
one million people, within the next three years.
Wind for Prosperity is the result of an insight by Albæk that has now
become a ground-breaking corporate initiative to fight energy poverty.
He knew that approximately 1.3 billion people today live without reliable
access to electricity. He also realized that Vestas has the ability to identify
areas of the world where wind resources can be exploited at low cost
in remote communities. Albæk and his team discovered that between
50-100 million people are living in areas of high poverty with abundant
wind resources. Wind for Prosperity was born when Vestas recognized
that rural, off-grid communities could experience sustainable prosperity
by harvesting the wind in an economically-viable manner.
Since his 2011 Internationalist of the Year accolade, Morten Albæk
has been selected for Fast Company’s “Most Creative People In
Business 1000,” and he is now part of Vestas’ Executive Management
team. An idealist who is often outspoken, sometimes controversial,
Morten Albæk, without question, is devoted to new ways of thinking
about the value and purpose of marketing.

LARRY LIGHT
Larry Light was among our first
Internationalists of the Year, named in 2004
for his extraordinary revitalization initiatives
while Global CMO of McDonald’s. Not only
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did he galvanize a global brand behind “I’m Lovin’ It, ” but the
expression has made its way into the local language of 47 million
customers and has become McDonald’s longest-enduring taglineturned-mantra.
Today he serves as Chief Brands Officer of InterContinental Hotels
Group (IHG), and is leading a transformation at one of the world’s
largest hotel companies. IHG provides over 157 million guest nights
per year through a total of 4600 properties in nearly 100 countries
via a portfolio of 9 hotel brands at varying price points, including:
Holiday Inn, Holiday Inn Express, Hotel Indigo, Crowne Plaza,
InterContinental, Staybridge Suites, Candlewood Suites, EVEN Hotels
and HUALUXE Hotels and Resorts.
His concepts at IHG are continuing to reinvent our thoughts about
marketing and the significant role that it plays in business. He describes
“brand leadership marketing” as both a process and a mindset. In fact,
he believes that the goal to build strong brands should be a business
accountability, not merely a marketing accountability. In other words, the
business plan and the brand plan should be one in the same.
According to Larry Light, we now live in a collaborative, socialmedia society where people share their lives through experiences,
reviews, blogs, wikis and commentaries. This is transforming
how we organize our businesses. Sharing, he underscores, is not
partitioning, which he describes as the disease of the silo mentality.
Shared responsibility has a significant impact on how we should
approach organizational structure and brand management.
While at McDonald’s, he recognized that “everyone needs to
be on the same page” if a brand is to be successfully revitalized.
Without questions, he’s still proving the truth of this simple but
essential wisdom today.

STEVEN WILHITE
Steven Wilhite was named as
Internationalist of the Year in 2005
for leading the development of the
Nissan “Shift_” marketing campaign
and becoming the senior vice
president of global marketing for
Nissan Motor Company in Tokyo.
Today he remains firm in his belief:
“If you’re not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much space.”
Steve recently shifted his own marketing emphasis by moving
away from the auto industry—prior to Nissan, he led Volkswagen’s
“Drivers wanted” marketing campaign; post-Nissan, he served as
chief operations officer of Hyundai North American and CEO of
Jumpstart Automotive Group—to become chief marketing officer
and executive vice president of Medidata Solutions, a leading
provider of cloud-based solutions for the life sciences industry.

U P D A T E S
(Steve’s no stranger to the tech world; earlier in his career, he was
the vice president of global marketing communications for Apple.)
Medidata is an innovative technology company committed
to enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of clinical trials.
Its customer base spans biopharmaceutical companies, medical
device and diagnostic companies, academic and government
institutions, research organizations, as well as over 20 of the top
25 global pharmaceutical companies, plus organizations of all sizes
developing life-enhancing medical treatments and diagnostics.
Steve’s excited about the business model and helping Medidata
clearly define the brand while enhancing its market reach and
presence. He emphasizes, “As the company continues to grow,
it has the potential to transform business performance in life
sciences with industry-leading products and services.” Sounds
like the perfect role for Steve Wilhite and his remarkable ability
to build memorable brand platforms that also achieve strong
business results.

KATHY BUTTON BELL
This year will mark Kathy Button Bell’s
15th with Emerson, and she continues
to champion the company’s marketing
around the world. Since named an
Internationalist of the Year in 2008,
she’s been blazing new trails with
the NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE

platform. Ask anyone within Emerson and they will tell you and
they assert that the company’s growing role in industrial marketing
leadership could have happened without Kathy’s vision, leadership
and passion.
Kathy and her team crafted a campaign by which Emerson boldly
struck up new conversations with its audiences. NEVER BEEN
DONE BEFORE injected consumer-like transparency and emotion,
while the creative focused on the extreme challenges Emerson helps
customers solve, enabling them to operate in even the most extreme
conditions and conduct business 24/7/365. Working with a relatively
small budget, she got credit from a highly cynical target, and changed
perceptions among business analysts, investors and customers for
Emerson’s ground-breaking innovations and its future prospects for
successfully delivering solutions that propel customers’ business
forward.
Kathy champions Emerson’s marketing around the world. Ask
anyone within Emerson and they will tell you none of the change
that has taken place within the global marketing organization, or
Emerson’s growing role in industrial marketing leadership could
have happened without Kathy’s vision, leadership and passion
Beyond the campaign, Kathy also directed Emerson’s strong and
successful move into social marketing, with robust Facebook, Twitter
and YouTube presence; its groundbreaking “Extra Mile” with senior
executive Charlie Peters; and development of a toolkit, training
program and guidelines for the organization to manage its global
social activities.

Agency Innovators Updates
LATHA SUNDARAM
Latha Sundaram, named an
Internationalist Agency Innovator
in 2007 for her work at Starcom
Mediavest Group, has taken on a new
role at innovative social innovation
agency, Frequency540 (FQ540).
She joins FQ540 co-founder and
managing director Andrew Swinand,
also named an Innovator in 2006,
and another Starcom MediaVest alumni.
Latha brings nearly two decades of experience to the independent
Chicago-based agency. Most recently, Latha was managing director
at Starcom MediaVest Group where she worked on the agency’s top
global technology clients.

WAYNE ARNOLD
Wayne Arnold, named an Internationalist
Innovator in 2011, for his work as Founder,
Global CEO and chief champion of awardwinning digital agency Profero, agreed
in January to his company’s acquisition
by Lowe and Partners, a division of
Interpublic.
Lowe takes on Profero’s 550 employees
worldwide, and Wayne continues to
oversee his agency with operations in New

York, London, China, Australia and Singapore. Now rebranded as
Lowe Profero, Wayne will remain in the Global CEO role for at least
three years. He is now based in Singapore, after living in the UK,
China and New York.
Profero was founded in London in 1998 by Wayne and his brother
Daryl, and expanded to China and other Asian cities before expanding
to New York in 2008.

ELIE KHOURI
Elie Khouri, CEO of Omnicom
Media Group MENA and named
and Innovator in 2007, recently
shared that OMG was heralded as
the third best employer in UAE.
The holding company of OMD,
PHD, Integral and Resolution
was recognized by the Great
Place to Work® Institute, which
producesThe “Best Companies to Work for in the UAE,” a ranking
based on the Institute’s Trust Index survey to employees and a
Culture Audit.
Elie Khouri, commented: “This benchmark is a very important
factor of our talent management approach. and we deeply value
not only the feedback but also the inspiration it provides us.
DHL took the top stop in the study, with Microsoft Gulf in
second place—followed by Omnicom in third.
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Congratulations to this
Year’s Internationalists!

Passion. Reinvention. Dedication. Three words are not enough to sum up
the accomplishments of the 2013 Internationalists of the Year; however,
these particular words are among the key ingredients necessary to be a great marketer
in an age of constant change.

These thirty marketing leaders named Internationalists of
the Year represent the people behind today’s outstanding
marketing thinking and brand communications. This is
the largest list of Internationalists to date, a reflection of
marketing’s vitality during a time of critical innovation, as
well as its increasing significance to 21st century business.
Without their extraordinary efforts, inspiration and energy
amid today’s “always on” world with increased emphasis
on accountability and responsibility, many marketing
programs simply would not have gotten off the ground.
These Internationalists represent a variety of industries,
locations and numbers of years in the profession, but
all take the role of brand champion to heart. Many are
reinventing the role of marketing in today’s society.
According to their peers, Internationalists of the Year are
leading lights—champions of multinational strategy, adept
at innovative communications, advocates of responsible
brand-building and inventors of how we re-think
marketing’s new capabilities. In the midst of a re-set
global economy, combined with today’s fast digital pace
and emphasis on accountability, the extraordinary efforts
of these individuals insure that key marketing programs
move ahead and make a difference.

There may never have been a more exciting time to
be a marketing leader. The Internationalists—past
and presen—will be celebrated at a dinner in New
York on March 13th.
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Highlighting brand champions and breakthrough
accomplishments is at the heart of The Internationalist’s
mission to connect the people and ideas in international
marketing through content, thought leadership,
community and collaboration, All Internationalists have
been nominated by their industry colleagues for stellar
work in 2013. Final selections were made by the The
Internationalist advisory board and editorial team.

These men and women join 128 other individuals
named since 2004.
These marketers are also welcomed as part of THE
INTERNATIONALIST 1000 initiative—1000 Marketers
Around the World Reshaping the Future of Marketing in
global partnership with the ANA/ Association of National
Advertisers—a group of dedicated industry leaders who are
reshaping our understanding of marketing’s expanding
role throughout the world.
The marketing industry is undergoing dramatic
transformation brought about by technology, globalization,
and an economic re-set. “The reinvention of marketing”
is becoming a more critical issue as the industry looks to
deliver purpose and meaning to brand values in a business
world increasingly defined by social media, mobility,
analytics, “big data” and the need for global growth. THE
INTERNATIONALIST 1000 can help shape this agenda.

Inte rn a tiona list of the Ye ar 2013

The Internationalists of the Year include:
Phill Battersby—Chief Marketing Officer/ Enterprise

Oliver Maletz—Head of Connections Planning, Media &

Businesses, MICROSOFT Western Europe

International Communication, VOLKSWAGEN AG

Douglas Busk—Director Connections Innovation, THE

Dr. Susan Mboya-Kidero—Group Director, COCA-

COCA-COLA COMPANY

Zita Cassizzi—Chief Digital Officer, TOMS
Fernando Chacon—Chief Marketing Officer, ITAU
UNIBANCO

Joan Chow—Executive Vice President and Chief
Marketing Officer, CONAGRA FOODS

COLA’s Women’s Economic Empowerment for Eurasia &
Africa

David Melançon—Chief Marketing Officer,
BENJAMIN MOORE & CO.

Nagisa Manabe—Chief Marketing and Sales Officer/
Executive Vice President, UNITED STATES POSTAL
SERVICE

David Clark—Vice President, GENERAL MILLS and
President, HAAGEN-DAZS International

Marlena Peleo-Lazar—Chief Creative Officer,

Jesper Colding—Vice President/ Head of Marketing

Roberto Ricossa—Vice President Marketing & Inside

Division, MENGNIU Dairy Company China

Faruk Çizmecioğlu—Chief Marketing Officer,

MCDONALD’S CORPORATION
Sales, AVAYA

TURKISH AIRLINES

Clayton Ruebensaal—Vice President Global Marketing,
THE RITZ-CARLTON HOTEL COMPANY

Allison Dew—Vice President Global Marketing, DELL

Bob Rupczynsk—Vice President–Media, Data & CRM,

Maggie Fox—Senior Vice President of Marketing for

KRAFT FOODS GROUP

Digital, Social and Community, SAP

Susie Hamlin—Director Global Strategy & Advocacy,

Lisa Shalett—Partner and Global Head of Brand
Marketing and Digital Strategy, GOLDMAN SACHS

CISCO

Marc Speichert—Global CMO Lead, L’OREAL

Arun Hozack—Vice President Marketing, RED BULL

Américo Campos Silva—Global Marketing Manager,

North America

SHELL BRANDS INTERNATIONAL

Per Hjuler—Senior Vice President-Innovation &
Consumer Marketing, The LEGO Group

Chris Thompson—President & CEO, BRAND USA

Johan Jervoe—Global Group Chief Marketing Officer,

MOET HENNESSY USA

UBS

Jill Kluge—Group Director of Brand Communications,
MANDARIN ORIENTAL HOTEL GROUP

Gerardo Llanes Álvarez—Executive Director of
Marketing, MEXICO TOURISM BOARD

Rodney William—Senior Vice President Marketing,
MICHAEL KORS Global Marketing Team:

Lisa Pomerantz, SVP, Global Communications &
Marketing;

Kristen Campbell, VP Marketing;
Laura Parsons, Director Global Advertising

Fernando Machado—Vice-President Global
Brand Development, DOVE Skin Cleansing and Care
(UNILEVER)
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Phill Battersby
Chief Marketing
Officer
Microsoft
Enterprise
Businesses,
Western Europe
Phill is driven by
an undeniable
passion for growth through innovation,
yet much of his success can be attributed
to a well-founded balance of leadership
and teamwork.
Phill leads Microsoft’s Enterprise
Marketing Group throughout Western
Europe, and in so doing, markets all
relevant Microsoft products, services and
solutions to both major and mid-market
account segments – which demands
working in close partnership with sales
and other strategic channel partners.
Phill’s goal is for his regional and
subsidiary marketing teams to bring
accelerated growth through innovation.
His team utilize all cross-audience
marketing approaches that build
awareness and influence, launch new
product, enhance community, drive
significant demand and, optimize
the Microsoft experience for each
Enterprise customer – whilst ensuring
exceptional MROI (Marketing Return on
Investment). That’s a tall order.
“My particular business is a multibillion dollar, high growth, fast-paced
business – I encourage my teams to
drive for growth at full speed, but also
understand and respect that to accelerate
growth you have to leverage the subtle
differences between countries and
cultures. For me that means giving the
field teams the ability to quickly and
easily execute marketing with local
flourish, tone and temper, but within a
controlled framework and scope”. That
approach has fostered a multi-geographic
marketing team built on both trust and
positive team spirit. Phill is a big believer
in cross-group collaboration, networking
and giving visibility to success.
With that, Phill has set in motion
a growing revolution in Microsoft’s
20
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marketing content supply-chain.
“Everything produced centrally by our
WW counterparts needs to be adopted
and executed locally. We’ve found the
best results will always come when
central campaigns can be locally adapted
/ customized to suit the local market
and our local customer needs. However,
in multi-brand, multi-audience, global
organization like Microsoft, this needs
to be managed in a controlled way,
ensuring consistent brand, message and
experience integrity across geographies.”
Speed and cost are the two other
critical points. “With the right
combination of technology, agency and
centralized marketing services, our
supply chain has become faster and
output is delivered and executed at a
fraction of previous costs through our
engines. In turn this allows us to invest
marketing dollars in high-growth areas,
furthering marketing’s impact on the
business.”
“The hardest part of this job, is not
cooking up new marketing ideas – it is
all about getting your growth priorities
right, your marketing supply-chain
and engines running smoothly and
consistently, having your team behind
your vision and then the business
trusting your leadership – especially on
transformational marketing journeys,
when moving from vision to reality”. He
adds, “Whilst I may be the originator
of an idea, I would say the effort and
outcome in this case is certainly not
down to one person, but many. Our
teams span many geographies, suppliers
and contributors – so my thanks to all
these folk.”
Phill has been at Microsoft since
2008. Earlier in his career, he served
in international marketing leadership
roles at SAP, XKO Software and MRO
Software. Interestingly, after all of his
years of marketing in the technology
field, his education was at the Drumtech
Institute of Percussion. To which he
simply replies: “Yes, music—it’s my first
love.”

Douglas Busk
Director,
Connections
Innovation
The Coca-Cola
Company
Douglas Busk takes
to heart Coca-Cola’s
goal to become the
most socially responsible and engaged
organization in the world. When he
looks at the evolution of the 127-year
company, he sees an extraordinary
transformation from a mass marketer
to a direct marketer, largely due to social
media and the global connectivity around
Coca-Cola. Now the world’s most
socially-discussed brand, there are 33
mentions of Coke globally every minute.
As Director of Connections
Innovation, a global role which he
describes as part of Senior Vice
President, Integrated Marketing
Communications and Capabilities’
Wendy Clark’s center of excellence, he
is concerned with “evolving the way
we are connecting”—both in terms
of digital customer service, as well as
providing a central resource for teams
in every market. Yet, Coca-Cola’s global
scope and sheer size creates challenges
and opportunities to such tasks. Coke
is found in 207 countries, has 3500
products available in 23,000,000 retail
outlets and provides 1.8 billion (8 oz.)
servings per day.
Doug has therefore championed
the Hub Network, comprised of 300
social media personnel around the
world who are listening, analyzing and
engaging in real-time. Their goal is to
empower front-line marketing while also
providing global consistency to CocaCola’s messaging. Gauging the velocity
of social conversations is critical to The
Hub team, particularly in an age when
commentary can go viral instantly.
Doug is always interested in finding
what he calls “tweet zero,” or the first
moment when the earliest influencers
push a conversation into overdrive. This
determination helps his team move the

Inte rn a tiona list of the Ye ar 2013
brand conversation to what matters most
to consumers. Also within the Hub are
producers adept as story-telling who can
quickly turn around compelling content
as a resource for all Coke teams around
the world who access the network.
The Hub Network has also proven
to act like a true “nervous system” that
analyzes both tone and growth of social
media conversations around the world.
In fact, Doug’s team discovered an
early vicious conversation in the market
regarding Coca-Cola. They soon found
it was a sophisticated attack through
spammers and botnets. Fortunately,
as the message lacked a human tone,
it wasn’t retweeted and didn’t spread.
The Hub, though, demonstrated it had
the ability to inform Coke marketers
and management of a time when not
engaging was also critical.
Prior to championing the creation of
the Hub Network, Doug Busk led global
mobile commerce strategy for Coca-Cola.
Earlier in his career, he held business
development and product marketing
management roles with Amdocs and
SinglePoint. During the 2008 US
Presidential election cycle, he served
as the outside strategic advisor to the
landmark mobile efforts of the Obama
campaign. While with Cingular and
Verizon, Doug drove data production
innovation, including mobile giving via
text messaging which later enable over
$35MM in giving for the Red Cross’ Haiti
earthquake relief efforts.

Zita
Cassizzi
Chief Digital
Officer
TOMS
Known for an
expertise in
E-commerce
and digital business models, as well
as a talent for innovative thinking and
problem solving, Zita Cassizzi is putting
her considerable global skills to work as
the Chief Digital Officer of TOMS, the

rapidly-expanding One-for-One giving
business, founded in 2006 by Texas
entrepreneur, Blake Mycoskie.
Zita’s role is to lead “all things
digital” on a global basis, which includes
a daunting list of responsibilities:
E-commerce business management,
online marketing, mobile and social
media, web development and analytics,
testing and targeting, digital business
development, as well as customer
service and support. Her energy and
sense of accomplishment make it all
possible. Add to this, her extraordinary
experience from a long career at Dell
in both North America and Europe, a
passion for entrepreneurism, and even
her proficiency in speaking Hungarian,
and you’ve characterized a rare, modern
executive attuned to the needs of a very
different company.
TOMS gives in 60 countries, and
is indeed a very different company. In
fact, California-based TOMS represents
the evolution of a new business model
of increasing interest in today’s more
socially-responsible world. A for-profit
company that designs and sells shoes
based on Argentina’s alpargata design,
they also operate a non-profit subsidiary,
Friends of TOMS. When TOMS sells
a pair of shoes, another pair of shoes is
given to a child in need.
To date, over 10 million pairs of
shoes have been given to impoverished
children through humanitarian
organizations that incorporate shoes into
their community development programs.
TOMS is now creating local jobs by
manufacturing shoes in the countries
where they give and producing other
types of shoes of use to different terrains,
climates and seasons.
Since 2011, TOMS has also been
selling eyewear, and again donates part
of the profits to help improve or restore
the eyesight of people in the developing
world—directly helping over 150,000
individuals in 10 countries through
various vision programs.
The affinity for TOMS products
around the world and its One-for-One

giving philosophy means that Zita
Cassizzi is well-focused on global
expansion—an area of strength for
her. Prior to TOMS, she led Dell.com
globally, including its long-term strategy,
creative design, content creation, and
social media efforts. Her prior role at
Dell was also global in scope as head of
marketing and general manager of the
Consumer Online business, where she
expanded the global online operations
and drove significant growth while
managing a P&L of over $4 billion.
Zita also spent two years in Europe as a
member of the European management
team.
We have no doubt that she’ll continue
to take TOMS to a new level.

Fernando
Chacon
Chief Marketing
Officer
Itaú Unibanco
Fernando Chacon
is a new kind of
global marketer. A
native of Brazil,
his values embrace
a new world ethos. He believes that
successful brands increasingly will
be those built for people, particularly
in a social media world. In a recent
Interbrand interview, he said, “We must
be guided by our brand proposition
and business vision, while keeping the
dialogue flowing with people.”
His progressive views are uncommon
to a bank marketer. Itaú’s vision is
to be the leading bank in sustainable
performance and customer satisfaction.
And they are well on their way.
Săo Paulo-based Itaú Unibanco
Holding S.A, is the result of a 2008
merger of Banco Itaú and Unibanco.
Today, Itaú is the largest bank in Latin
America and among the world’s largest
banks by market value with operations in
20 countries throughout the Americas,
Asia and Europe. For almost a decade,
Itaú has been the most valuable
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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brand name in Brazil, according to
Interbrand.
Fernando Chacon talks about a
brand proposition that is heartwarming
and relevant in the lives of people—
another departure from most bank
marketing. He also recognizes that a
big part of Itaú’s mission is to present
a new Global Latin America to the
world, while deepening its roots at
home.
The first part of a two-stage
campaign, entitled “This is Itaú, the
global Latin American bank,” brought
together respected men and women
that have something in common
with Itaú: they managed to conquer
the world without leaving their Latin
American roots behind. Alice Braga,
Vik Muniz, Nacho Figueras, Francisco
Costa, Paloma Herrera, Camilo
Villegas and Nicolás Catena were the
famous faces chosen for the campaign.
The subjects and the style of the
campaign were both global and Latin
American.
The second stage consisted of
presenting economic, social, and
cultural information about Latin
America that underscores how the
region stands out from the rest of the
world as new global player.
Fernando Chacon also sees the
notion of transformation as key to
both his bank and to Brazil as Latin
America becomes a more essential
part of the global economy-- for its
dynamic growth markets, as well as its
innovative companies. “Transforming
the world” is the inspiration for
Itau’s marketing principles, as well
as its corporate ethos. In an effort
to encourage Brazilian society to
transform itself, the bank supports
efforts around education, culture,
sports, and urban mobility.
Of course, the World Cup
is an important symbol of the
transformation now occurring in
Brazil. Itaú, the official bank of the
Brazilian National Soccer Team and
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the 2014 FIFA World Cup, will kick
off its World Cup campaign with “The
Great Transformation” film. In an
epic campaign created by Africa, the
commercial transforms Brazil into a
giant soccer stadium while depicting
how the bank believes in the power
Brazilians fans have to “change the
game”—both at the World Cup and
within their country.

Joan Chow
Executive
Vice President
and Chief
Marketing
Officer
ConAgra
Foods
At the last ANA Masters of Marketing
conference, Joan Chow made a
simple statement when outlining
ConAgra’s Child Hunger Ends Here
program, part of the food giant’s 20
year commitment to fighting child
hunger. She said, “Marketing
internally is as important as marketing
to consumers.”
Perhaps those new to marketing
would disagree; however, Joan
Chow is a seasoned veteran with a
diverse marketing background who
understands the sophistication of
today’s age of social responsibility.
A company’s purpose and its brand
messages succeed when they are
aligned internally and externally.
In her short talk, she emphasized
how it is no longer enough to just
provide superior products. Today, a
responsible company must pursue
sustainable business practices and
make critical commitments as a
leading corporate citizen. Often,
this dedication is core to inspiring
employees and strengthening ties with
many constituents.
She explained: “More than 1 in 5
children in the United States don’t
know where their next meal is coming
from. And nearly 17 million children

in the US are food insecure, meaning
they don’t know how long the food they
have will last-- or whether they’ll have
money to buy more.”
The Child Hunger Ends Here
program encouraged caring people
from across the country to enter codes
from their favorite ConAgra brands.
For every code entered, ConAgra Foods
donated the monetary equivalent of
one meal to Feeding America, the
nation’s largest domestic hunger-relief
organization. ConAgra Foods donated
the monetary equivalent of 3,099,541
meals as part of the 2013 Child Hunger
Ends Here campaign, which included
online, school and retailer programs.
Codes were visible on packages of 19
different participating ConAgra brands.
Joan Chow joined ConAgra Foods
as executive vice president and chief
marketing officer in 2007 and leads
the global marketing team, including
integrated marketing planning,
advertising, social media, shopper/
customer marketing, consumer
insights and multicultural marketing.
Her goals are to build stronger
advertising creative, effective media
plans, sustainable customer linkage
and a strong return on marketing
objectives. The Omaha, Nebraskabased company has a diverse portfolio
of brands—ranging from Bertoli and
Chef Boyardee to Hebrew National and
Gulden’s to Hunt’s to LaChoy and P.F.
Chang’s to Rosarita to Swiss Miss to
Healthy Choice to PAM to Egg Beaters.
She began her career at Johnson &
Johnson, working as Product Director
on baby brands. After developing
strong brand management skills, she
transitioned to marketing research and
served as a Vice President at Chicagobased Information Resources, Inc.
(IRI). Her next role shifted her focus
to retail as SVP-CMO of Sears (then
Sears Roebuck & Co.). This diversity of
roles proved to be great preparation for
her extraordinary success at ConAgra.
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David Clark
Vice President,
General Mills
President,
Häagen-Dazs
International
From Dulce de Leche
flavor in Latin America
to green tea ice cream in Japan, from
the Parisian elegance of the ChampsÉlysées to Shanghai’s bustling Nanjing
Road to City Centre in Dubai, HäagenDazs, a brand with roots in Bronx New
York as the 1961 creation of a PolishAmerican entrepreneur, is now sold in
more than 900 branded shops in 85
countries. David Clark, President of
Häagen-Dazs International, had been
instrumental in creating a powerful
global platform for the super-premium
ice cream brand while also finding a
way to encourage and support local
uniqueness. In just three years,
Häagen-Dazs evolved from seven
different local ad campaigns to one
unified global initiative that works in
85 markets and across all consumer
touch points.
Häagen-Dazs, like many
international brands, had
historically approached their global
communications market by market.
David Clark’s leadership was critical
to breaking down local barriers and
inspiring all regions to collaborate
as one team by embracing a global
approach. He saw the potential in
leveraging the cumulative power of
local markets to support a global idea
in ways they could not do on their own.
The truth of the Häagen-Dazs
brand has always been in its relentless
craftsmanship, high style and an
insistence on using only the finest
ingredients. Their approach has always
had more in common with high-end
luxury brands than their ice-cream
competitors. Using this insight, “The
House of Häagen-Dazs” campaign
repositions the brand in a playful way
as a high-end fashion house, inherently

elevating the brand, both visually and
verbally, beyond a mere packaged
goods brand.
“The House of Häagen-Dazs”
is a potent creative platform that
easily translates across regions while
allowing for individualized regional
adaptation. It enables culturally
relevant communications, extending
the brand to credibly develop a
platform for activations and content
in the world of fashion, music, art and
film. Retail shops are being rebranded
as “The House of Häagen-Dazs” and
the in-store customer experiences are
also being elevated.
David continually encourages
his team to look for ways to create
a unique path for the brand on
the global level and separate itself
from the competition. The brand is
unquestionably a symbol of prestige in
both emerging and developed markets.
Some couples in China order HäagenDazs wedding cakes costing as much
as $2,000, while the Paris stores offer
a handmade limited edition Ice Cream
Cloud Holiday Cakes. The brand is
also the official ice cream of the French
Open and performances at the Royal
Albert Hall. Ice cream mooncakes
debuted in Hong Kong in 1992, and
now are prized purchases for the MidAutumn Festival in China, Taiwan,
Singapore and Malaysia. Japan takes
pride in its perfectly crafted HäagenDazs Rose and Sakura flavors.
David is a champion of taking the
brand to the next level. He lives up
to his word. He sets the challenge to
do groundbreaking work, supports
the creative throughout the process,
gets the necessary buy-in with the key
stakeholders and regional teams.
Little known fact? His father used
to run the old Eskimo Pie company in
Richmond, Virginia-USA.

Jesper
Colding
Vice President
Mengniu Dairy
Company China
Inner Mongolia
is a very long way
from Denmark, but
Jesper Fournaise
Colding doesn’t mind. True to his
Viking roots, he’s an adventurer and an
internationalist at heart who has lived and
worked in eight countries over the past
two decades, including a 13-year career
with Procter & Gamble in the Nordic
region as well as in Southeast Asia.
Even his education was multinational
with an undergraduate degree in Macro
Economics and a Masters in International
Marketing from Southern Denmark
University and the University of Denver
in the United States.
Other stops along the way have
included a role as General Manager of
Danish Brewery Royal Unibrew in the
Baltics—a region where the company
has a strong presence, and SVP of Global
Categories and Operations at Arla Foods,
the Swedish-Danish cooperative that is
not only Scandinavia’s largest producer
of dairy products, but also the 7th largest
diary company in the world as measured
by turnover.
His role at Arla paved the way to join
Inner Mongolia Mengniu, a subsidiary of
China Mengniu Dairy Company Limited
established in 1999 and headquartered
in the provincial capital of Hohhot,
where he is responsible for managing
the marketing division. His arrival
coincides with Mengniu’s desire to both
improve product safety and rebuild
consumer trust in the aftermath of wellknown tainted food scares in China.
Several acquisitions and partnerships
are working to insure that the company
has greater control over the source of its
milk supply, as well as access to better
food safety technology. It acquired a
major stake in Yashili, a Chinese infant
formula maker that sources largely
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Fueling Mass Multi-Channel
Customization
Relevant
multi-channel
engagement can
reliably drive 30%40%+ increases in
target outcomes.
Relevant
multi-channel
engagement
requires orders of
magnitude more
content.

As the “visionary pace-setter” in intelligent
multi-channel
content
generation,
Elateral’s market-leading, patent-pending
technology is helping to power one of the
most exciting marketing mega-trends
in generations: Mass Multi-Channel
Customization.
Sophisticated multi-channel experience
and
dialog
management
platforms,
energized by big data and cloud power, are
now able to pinpoint the right content to the
right person at the right time through the
right channel.
Multi-Channel Relevance

To make matters worse, the challenges
and risks associated with managing brand
stewardship and compliance requirements
grow exponentially with increased content
volume, variety and velocity.

Elateral’s singular obsession
is to be the world leader in
powering intelligent multichannel content generation
& customization.
Elateral is relentlessly focused on helping
marketers transform their multi-channel
content supply chain into a powerful
competitive advantage, while reaping the
full rewards of today’s sophisticated multiAny asset,
Customized in
Any format,
channel any
experience
management
platforms.
source
any
dimension
any
channel

✓ To the right person
✓ At the right time
✓ Via the right channel
✓ Both on and offline

Relevance

Cost-Benefit

On the other hand, relevant,✓ Via
multi-channel
the right channel
engagement
requires ordersVersions
of magnitude
Relevance
✓ Both on and offline
more content. As a result, promising
Relevance
gains are too
often obliterated by ballooning
costs.

Illinois, 60154, USA
Tel:

+1-877-914-0789

Elateral House, Crosby Way
Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7XX, UK
Tel:

+44 (0) 1252 740 740

Web:

www.elateral.com
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from New Zealand. Mengniu now also
enjoys joint ventures with France’s
Danone, as well as with Arla Foods.
These partnerships provide the Chinese
company with technology in exchange
for distribution for the Europeans.
From a marketing standpoint, the
company is working to communicate
more directly with customers with a
tagline of “A little happiness matters,”
while also organizing its many brands
into clearly-defined groups.
Interestingly, in a recent address
to shareholders by Ms. Sun Yiping,
Executive Director and Chief Executive
Officer of China Mengniu Dairy
Company Ltd., Jesper Colding was cited
by the CEO. After explaining why his
experience is valuable to Mengniu, she
also made reference to his height in
comparison to his Chinese colleagues.
Ms. Sun added, “He shows us that
drinking milk since young can help you
grow tall.”

Faruk
Çizmecioğlu
Chief Marketing
Officer
Turkish Airlines
“Selfie” was
the Oxford
Dictionary’s
Word of the Year in 2013, and global
figures from Pope Francis to President
Obama have certainly helped with
broader notoriety. However, Turkish
Airlines, one of the world’s fastest
growing airlines, also understands
something about the power of “selfies.”
As part of an expanded marketing
effort, international sports megastars
Kobe Bryant and Lionel Messi, both
global brand ambassadors for Turkish
Airlines, are appearing in a new
ad campaign entitled “Widen Your
World,” to run in the US and in more
than 170 countries worldwide. The
commercial highlights the global
network of the airline as Kobe and
Messi resume a friendly rivalry by
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trading “selfies” from far-flung Turkish
Airlines destinations--including
Moscow’s Red Square, The Great
Wall of China, the Maldives, Bangkok,
Mount Kilimanjaro, and of course,
Sultanahmet Square in Istanbul.
Faruk Çizmecioğlu, Chief
Marketing Officer and Board Member
of Turkish Airlines, has brilliantly
championed the company’s ambitions
to be a major player in the highlycompetitive international airline
industry. He proudly underscores how
Turkish Airlines is at the “top of its
game,” with 241 global destinations
and counting-- just like Kobe Bryant
and Lionel Messi.
With flights to this extraordinary
number of international cities, the
airline is now the 4th largest carrier in
the world when ranked by number
of destinations. Established in 1933
with a fleet of only five airplanes, Star
Alliance member Turkish Airlines
is today a four star airline with a
fleet of 230 aircraft (passenger and
cargo) flying to 42 domestic and 199
international destinations. One of the
fastest growing airline companies,
it has received several “Passengers
Choice Awards” from the consumer
ranking group, Skytrax. Based on 2013
results, Turkish Airlines has been
chosen “Best Airline in Europe” for the
third year running, and continued to be
“Best Airline in Southern Europe” for
the fifth consecutive year.
Despite this stunning growth
and consistent accolades, Faruk
Çizmecioğlu, has larger global
aspirations. In 2013, Turkish Airlines
not only secured basketball great Kobe
Bryant and European soccer star Lionel
Messi for their attention-getting “battle
of the selfies” spot, but also signed a
three-year, $9 million deal with Tiger
Woods to compete in the Turkish
Airlines Open through 2016.
As CMO Faruk Çizmecioğlu,proudly
presented these lucrative sports
partnerships to the world, he also

emphasized the airline’s investment
in an expanded fleet of aircraft, an
emphasis on quality service, a digital
platform for global business travelers,
and of course, a convenient central
hub in Istanbul-- at the historic, and
now modern, crossroads of Europe and
Asia.
Çizmecioğlu, started his career at
Turkish Airlines in 2004 Senior Vice
President Marketing, and then was
appointed Chief Marketing Officer in
2010. Before joining the fast-growing
airline, he spent six years at the
Renault car company in Turkey.
Without question, we’ll continue to
keep an eye on Faruk Çizmecioğlu,’s
many goals and extraordinary
accomplishments.

Allison
Dew
Vice President
Global
Marketing
Dell
Allison Dew’s
twitter handle
underscores
her passion as an internationalist:
“Japanophile, Francophile, travelophile and read-ophile (not a word).
Love tech and fashion.” What she
might ad—if there were sufficient
characters— is “customer-ophile.”
Currently the vice president of
global corporate and consumer
marketing, Allison joined Dell in
2008 to build the global customer
research function just as the company
was starting to grow its enterprise
capabilities. Since then, she’s been
an integral part of Dell’s brand
and marketing transformation,
driving a renewed emphasis on
customer understanding, brand and
reputation focus, as well as integrated
marketing. Today she runs the global
brand team, social media strategy and
global consumer marketing.
Dell’s origins were built on a
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serving the customer. Now that Dell’s
privatization deal is completed with
the acquisition by Founder and CEO
Michael Dell and Silver Lake Partners,
the company’s focus remains firmly
planted on serving customers to help
them achieve their goals.
All of Allison’s roles at Dell
have taught her that understanding
customer data not only enables deeper
relationships with Dell owners, but
ensure that customers’ needs are met
while building on the core values of
the brand. “The Power to Do More”
advertising tagline and brand rallying
cry originated from a corporate ethos to
serve customers and drive the kinds of
innovations that will help them achieve
their goals.
Well-known for working to deliver
a best-in-class customer experience,
The @DellCares program is one
component of the company’s
Social Outreach Services (SOS),
developed to better understand
customer needs, resolve issues
and build stronger relationships.
Other programs now include @
DellCaresPRO for businesses and
enterprise communities, as well as Dell
TechCenter, Inside Enterprise IT blog
and #DellSolves blog.
Allison Dew joined Dell from
Microsoft, where she held a variety of
marketing roles including running
MSN marketing, leading brand and
advertising for Windows, and driving
community and marketing initiatives
on Microsoft.com.
Prior to Microsoft, she spent seven
years working on the advertising
agency side—five in a regional
shop in Tokyo, Japan and two in an
independent shop focused on multicultural advertising in New York.
Allison’s undergraduate degree is
in French and Japanese from the
University of Pennsylvania and her
MBA is from the Wharton School.

Maggie Fox
Senior Vice
President of
Marketing
for Digital,
Social and
Community
SAP
Canada’s Maggie Fox certainly
understands how to navigate the
socially-engaged web as the founder
and CEO of Social Media Group,
established in 2006 to become
one of the world’s most respected
independent agencies. Now she’s also
bold enough to recognize her growing
interest in broader business and
marketing issues.
Just this fall, she took on a new
role as SAP’s senior vice president
of Marketing, focused on digital,
communities and social, after a longstanding relationship between the
analytics giant and her former agency,
which began in 2007. After helping
to develop SAP’s earliest social media
strategies, Social Media Group went
on to work with almost all facets of the
company’s business, including global
communications, global and regional
marketing and corporate and social
responsibility.
Maggie now reports directly
to Jonathan Becher, SAP’s chief
marketing and communications officer.
In a release, Becher said, “Maggie will
drive the next digital chapter at SAP,
unifying our web properties with our
community presence through a socialfirst approach.”
Throughout her seven years as
head of her own agency, Fox said she
became more interested in the larger
business value of marketing than in
social media as a silo, which in part led
her to take the position at SAP. She
also saw it as an opportunity to both
develop professionally and contribute
to a business she enjoys and respects.

Maggie will primarily work out of
SAP’s Toronto offices, but she’ll also
have space in Palo Alto. Given the
global nature of the role, she often
quips that her true office will be Air
Canada seat 12A.
Prior to starting Social Media
Group, Maggie was president of New
Sun Creative and worked as a producer
at Global TV and CHUM. An industry
thought leader and influencer, she
has a large following on Twitter and
through her popular blog. In 2011,
The National Post named her one of
Canada’s Top Innovators. She also sits
on the boards of GetElevate.com and
the Heart and Stroke Foundation.

Susie Hamlin
Director, Global
Strategy and
Advocacy
Cisco
Susie Hamlin
has always had
an International outlook. While
others with Global titles can
struggle with grasping the potential
complexity (and opportunity) of a
truly international approach, Susie
effortlessly understands that a brand
needs to act globally while retaining
in-depth understanding of, sensitivity
to and empathy for the needs to local
marketers. She plays a critical role in
helping to empower Cisco’s diverse
global marketing organization with
consistent execution that resonates in
each locality.
As Cisco’s Director of Global
Strategy & Advocacy, her background
experience includes global brand
strategy, advertising and localization.
The Global Strategy & Advocacy
team is responsible for gathering
global insights, driving strategy and
customizing execution to improve
relevance and ensure ‘one voice’
messaging of advertising, brand and
digital efforts across the globe.
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Cisco, founded in 1984, is a
worldwide leader in networking with
a mission to transform how people
connect, communicate and collaborate
through the networking equipment
they design, manufacture and market.
Aptly known as the “Human Network”
from a six-year advertising initiative
that ended in 2012, their new global
marketing efforts focus on the coming
decade with campaigns entitled
“TOMORROW starts here” and
“Internet of Everything.”
Susie understands that marketing
on a global level takes a combination
of left brain and right brain activities.
She calls this Picasso Meets Galileo:
The Art and Science of Global Brand
Execution, and has shared her thoughts
in a number of lectures. She addresses
how to gather the insights necessary to
be locally relevant, while also ensuring
global consistency in the development
and execution process so that it
allows for local customization. For
many, this is the Holy Grail of global
marketing. For Susie, it is the magic
of art and science which includes
models for execution based upon
country prioritization, aligned with a
global enablement model that aims to
identify the right services, resources
and human capabilities in each market
for the “brand” effort to
be a success.
Prior to her current role, Susie
was the Director of Worldwide
Advertising at Cisco with overall
responsibility for development
and delivery of the global brand
campaign. Susie joined Cisco in 1998
and established the Translation &
Localization department, defining
tools and strategy for localization
management across the company.
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Arun Hozack
Vice President
Marketing
Red Bull North
American
While much of
the world—52
million people,
in fact, most
watching live stream-- focused on
Felix Baumgartner’s spectacularly
daring “space jump” in October 2012,
courtesy of Red Bull, Arun Hozack,
Vice President of Red Bull North
America who heads the marketing team
at the center of the Stratos initiative,
proved that the company’s high-energy
associations and signature marketing
efforts can indeed wildly increase sales.
Baumgartner’s “mission to the edge
of space,” featuring a freefall jump
from 24 miles above the earth, broke
numerous records, including the first
human to break the sound barrier-without engine power. (Think about
that!) However, we now know that
Red Bull broke some records of their
own. In the six months immediately
following Stratos, IRI data indicated
that US sales rose 7%. Although a
private company, Red Bull has stated
a 13% increase in total cans sold
worldwide last year—with an amazing
17% sales increase in the US. Other
varied markets—from South Africa
to Saudi Arabia and from Japan to
France—showed double-digit sales
gains.
The purpose of the Red Bull Stratos
mission was to transcend human
limits while gathering key scientific
data. Nonetheless, popular culture
has indelibly linked Red Bull and
Stratos, a marketing feat of enormous
proportions. Plus, the social media
interactions, the extreme sport
connections, and event participation
and sponsorship are an essential sweet
spot in Red Bull’s brand DNA. No
doubt, Arun Hozack is smiling.
The Red Bull Stratos team

actually brings together the world’s
leading minds in aerospace
medicine, engineering, pressure suit
development, capsule creation and
balloon fabrication. Retired United
States Air Force Colonel Joseph
Kittinger, previously held the record
jump from 102,800 ft. in 1960. This
was during a time when no one knew if
a human could survive a jump from the
edge of space. Today Felix Baumgartner
and his specialized team want to take
what was learned from Joe’s jumps
more than 50 years ago, and combine
that with data acquired during Felix’s
supersonic freefall.
Arun Hozack oversees the effective
implementation of the entire Red Bull
marketing mix—brand management,
sports & culture marketing, along with
the content management strategy.
Before joining Red Bull, Arun
showed his entrepreneurial spirit
by successfully founding (ironically)
the “No Gravity Design Studio” = a
multimedia ideas factory, specializing
in branding and executing design based
projects, with a focus on youth culture.
He joined Red Bull in 2000 in South
Africa and has filled a variety of roles
including Marketing Manager in South
Africa and General Manager in Japan.
Created by Austrian entrepreneur
Dietrich Mateschitz, the 27-year-old
energy drink has dramatically affected
the beverage category, as well as ideas
about how to market to a Millennial
generation in a high-impact style.

Per Hjuler
Senior Vice
PresidentInnovation
& Consumer
Marketing
The LEGO Group
Per Hjuler is a 15year veteran of LEGO, which means he
has seen some ups and downs during
his tenure that the Danish company
created by Ole Kirk Christiansen
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whose founding value was “only
the best.” Per played a key role in
associating LEGO with innovation
at a critical time in the company’s
history. Last year, LEGO, with
essentially one iconic brand, became
the world’s second-largest toymaker,
after Mattel—despite nearly facing
bankruptcy in 2003. Since then, LEGO
has reoriented itself to become wildly
successful again, thanks in part to Per
Hjuler.
He modestly describes his role
at the company as encompassing
strategy, leadership, product &
marketing development, global
launch campaigns- including digital
marketing, and business development.
However, in the book Brick by Brick by
David Robertson and Bill Breen that
looks at the role innovation played in
both LEGO’s crisis and the recovery,
it’s clear that his insights made a
significance difference to the company,
as noted in this short excerpt from the
book:
“Having defined the different areas
of innovation that LEGO would pursue,
the working group also recognized
that ‘innovation’ doesn’t necessarily
mean ‘radical’—that, in fact, different
opportunities require varying degrees
of innovativeness. The new model
spotlighted three different approaches
to marshaling the kinds of change that
would help LEGO advance its goals.
The first, simplest type of innovation
was to adjust existing toys—that is, to
freshen up an evergreen line so that
it attracts news waves of kids without
adding significantly more development
and manufacturing costs. … Senior
vice president Per Hjuler captured the
attitude of many LEGO managers when
he asserted, ‘I am continually humbled
by the power of the little idea.’”
LEGO, whose name comes from the
Danish phrase leg godt, which means
“play well,” began manufacturing
interlocking toy bricks in 1949, and all
pieces, regardless of variety, constitute

a universal system. Despite variation in
the design and purpose of individual
pieces over the years, current pieces
remain compatible with pieces from
the past in that they continue to
interlock. Sets for young children
are compatible with those made for
teenagers.
Since those early years, a global
LEGO subculture has developed,
supporting movies, games,
competitions, and six themed
amusement parks. As of 2013, around
560 billion LEGO parts have been
produced.
Prior to his LEGO career, Per
Hjuler worked at a number of Danish
companies in product marketing roles,
including Dandy, as the International
Marketing Director on the Stimorol
chewing gum brand, as well as Dansk
Supermarkets, Arla Foods and Merrild
Kaffe, owned by Sara Lee Corp.

Johan Jervoe
Global Group
Chief Marketing
Officer
UBS
The current
tagline of the
UBS global
brand campaign is “We Will Not
Rest,” a theme that encompasses the
spirit of the bank and its 150-year
heritage to serve private, institutional
and corporate clients worldwide, as
well as retail clients in Switzerland.
That tagline may also characterize the
energy that Johan Jervoe is applying to
his new role as the company’s Global
Group Chief Marketing Officer. With
a stellar marketing background, he is
well aware of how today’s fundamental
shifts in media technology have forced
marketers to reinvent relevant brandbuilding strategies for always-connected
consumers. He well knows that the
companies that are succeeding must
deliver a personalized experience and

pertinent content.
Johan Jervoe took up the role of
Global Group Chief Marketing Officer
at UBS in October 2013, and is based in
Zurich, Switzerland. Headquartered in
Zurich and Basel, UBS is present in all
major financial centers worldwide and
employs about 60,000 people around
the world. It has offices in more than
50 countries, with about 35% of its
employees working in the Americas,
36% in Switzerland, 17% in the rest of
Europe, the Middle East and Africa and
12% in Asia Pacific.
He joined UBS from Intel, where he
held responsibility for advertising, web/
digital marketing, events and demos,
marketing communications, identity
and global creative agencies.
Prior to Intel, Johan was Corporate
VP for Global Marketing at McDonald’s,
culminating 13+ years with the company
in the US and Europe. He oversaw
marketing technology and innovation
(digital), global entertainment, and
sports partnerships, including the
McDonald’s sponsorship of the Olympic
Games and FIFA World Cup. He was
previously Chief Marketing Officer for
McDonald’s Germany where he led the
team behind ‘I’m Lovin’ It’.
Before joining McDonald’s, Johan
was Brand Manager at Kraft (Millka),
and consultant with Roland Berger, in
Vienna, Austria.
He is the Chairman of the World
Federation of Advertisers’ Committee
for integrated marketing and serves
as board member of the Chicago
Architectural Foundation. Johan holds
an MBA from the Vienna Business
School.

Jill Kluge
Group Director
of Brand
Communications
Mandarin
Oriental Hotel
Group
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Too often people associate marketing
leadership with a span of months,
not years, despite recent news from
executive search consulting firm
Spencer Stuart that the average tenure
for chief marketing officers of leading
US consumer brand companies rose
to 45 months.
Jill Kluge may break these rules
on corporate longevity with a 23-year
tenure, but her long-term devotion to
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel brand has
seen five-fold growth in the number
of new, distinctive properties, as well
as an iconic advertising campaign
that turned the industry on its head
in 2000 and continues to grow in
richness and originality—much like
the hotel group itself.
In fact, Mandarin Oriental’s multimillion dollar global advertising
campaign “He’s a Fan/She’s a Fan”
continues to gather “fans” from around
the world, and to date, 26 exceptional
personalities, who are loyal visitors
to the hotel, have been featured in
the project. None are paid for their
participation, but all are thanked with
a donation from Mandarin Oriental
to the charity of their choice. It’s a
genuine example of brand advocacy in
the highest form.
Although the idea of using
celebrities in advertising certainly
isn’t unique, Mandarin Oriental’s
connection to the fan, the hotel’s
logo, worked to insure that people
remembered the brand—not just
the celebrity. The campaign is
breakthrough in that it avoids all
the expected trappings of hotel
advertising—from photos of rooms,
great locations or reservation numbers.
According to Jill Kluge, “By focusing
on celebrities who clearly appreciate
the finer things in life, we have been
able to show the quality of our hotels
in a far more interesting way than
traditional hotel advertising.”
She’s confident that the idea has
continued longevity because of its
simplicity and brilliance… and the
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fact there there’s an ever-growing list
of fantastic people that she’d like to
feature in the campaign.
Mandarin Oriental is the operator
of some of the world’s most luxurious
hotels, resorts and residences, and is
renowned for creating unique hotels
with outstanding service. The Group
was founded in 1963 with the opening
of ‘The Mandarin’ in Hong Kong. In
1974, the Group acquired Bangkok’s
famous historic hotel, “The Oriental”,
and the brand Mandarin Oriental was
born. The Group currently operates,
or has under development, 11,000
rooms in major cities and key leisure
destinations in 27 countries around the
world.

Gerardo
Llanes
Álvarez
Executive Director
of Marketing
Mexico Tourism
Board (El
Concejo de
Promoción
Turística de México)
“Passion” is a word frequently
used to describe Gerardo Llanes as
a businessman whose career has
spanned management positions at
major multinational consumer brand
companies ranging from Coca-Cola
to Kelloggs. Now as the Executive
Director of Marketing for el Concejo de
Promoción Turística de México, or the
Mexico Tourism Board, he oversees the
coordination, design and development of
both national and international strategies
for the tourism promotion of Mexico.
In 2013, he unveiled the country’s
new campaign—“Mexico: Live It to
Believe It.” (The organization will spend
over USD $43 million promoting the
country, and the ads are intended to be
“unexpected, personal, surprising and
emotional, with a focus on experience,”
according to Llanes.) Mexico, like many
countries, can be easily typecast by

images of its past traditions. It can also
be burdened by concerns about safety
and security, which the Tourism Board
addressed directly in its prior campaign,
“Mexico. The place you thought you
knew.”
However, the new campaign is
positioned to change existing perceptions
by depicting Mexico’s vibrant history
and culture, combined with its sleek
contemporary style and sophistication,
while appealing to a more discerning
traveler. (A far cry from “fly and flop”
holidays, as Llanes affectionately
characterizes the country’s famous beach
vacations.)
Interestingly, past marketing efforts
have promoted Mexico the Brand first,
then Mexico plus the destinations.
Now the destinations are the new
stars-- Mexico City, Yucatan, Los Cabos,
and a combined Puerto Vallarta and
Nayarit-- and Mexico, as a country
or concept, is secondary. A risk?
Perhaps, but multi-cultural business
executive and innate entrepreneurial
spirit, Gerardo Llanes Álvarez possesses
a strong background of proven
global success in marketing, general
management, and consulting with
leading multinational companies. He
has been a key contributor to over $297
million of international market, brand,
business development, and earnings
performance.
In 2001 he founded consulting
firm BrandsLab, where he developed a
proprietary branding model. As Principal
and Strategic Development Director of
BrandsLab, Llanes was responsible for
taking a $200k budget and using it to
drive over $40 million in sales. In 30
days, Llanes evaluated and implemented
revisions to a Quaker campaign strategy
resulting in $24 million in new sales and
62 percent growth.
Llanes has consulted and helped
grow major companies like Prudential
Financial, Unilever, Miller Brewing
Company, Frito Lay, Coors, Quaker,
and many others in Mexico, Latin
America, and the United States. After
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beginning his career with McCannErickson, Llanes went on to hold
management positions for companies
including Coca-Cola and Kellogg. While
at Kellogg, Llanes held several positions
from new product manager to having full
P&L responsibility for major operations
in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Ecuador,
Puerto Rico, and all the Caribbean
Islands.
Gerardo Llanes Álvarez was born
and raised in Mexico City and holds
an MBA from Thunderbird Graduate
School of International Management in
Arizona, USA, and has over a quarter
century experience in international
business management and marketing.

Fernando
Machado
Vice-President
Global Brand
Development
Dove Skin
Cleansing
and Care
(Unilever)
Fernando Machado created and
drove the Dove Real Beauty Sketches
campaign to become the most viewed
online brand film in history with more
than 170 million views-- generating
4.7 billion global media impression
in public relations. Not only did Real
Beauty Sketches clean up at Cannes
with 19 Lions in 2013, including the
Titanium Grand Prix, but it led 170
million people to reassess how they
perceive their own beauty. )
For a campaign like this that
burns bright so quickly, success
means rapid adoption and alignment
across multiple markets. Such a
task is never easy, particularly with a
global giant as sprawling as Unilever.
However, Fernando drove Real Beauty
passionately to align all stakeholders,
and in doing so, engineered incredible
success for the brand.
Fernando Machado joined

Unilever back in 1996 and has had
the opportunity to work on different
brands and product categories in
various geographies. He firmly believes
that brands should have a purpose and
mean something more than just the
products they sell. In addition to his
passion for the Dove brand, he is also
extremely proud of his work for Pond’s
in Latin America, as well as Vaseline’s
global efforts.
Today Fernando oversees a
considerable part of the Dove business
worldwide, including the Dove
Beauty Bar, Dove Body Wash, and the
Dove Skin Care portfolio with sales
of roughly USD $2 billion for the
brand’s female segment. His main
responsibilities include strategy,
innovation, and communication
development. Fernando Machado‘s
hallmark, though, is an intense
passion for brands and advertising. He
characterizes his efforts with the Dove
Masterbrand team as “helping out” by
leading the charge on such initiatives
as Dove Ad Makeover, Dove Camera
Shy and the Dove Real Beauty Sketches
campaigns. We’d call it inspired
genius that knows no bounds.
A native of Brazil, he also has
an MBA from INSEAD. So far in
his marketing career, Fernando has
won a total of 27 Lions at the Cannes
Advertising Festival. We have a feeling
there will be more.

Oliver Maletz
Head of Connections
Planning, Media
& International
Communication
Volkswagen AG
After more than 20
years of working
with both US and global marketers
around the world, Oliver Maletz has
distilled his approach to multinational
marketing to three key ideas: Provoke,
Support, and Create.   For him,
Provoke means addressing challenging

questions; Support ensures that
all resources and assets deliver the
most efficient and effective thinking
and execution; Create facilitates
collaborative environments to generate
innovative work.
His new global position at
Volkswagen’s Wolfsburg headquarters
gives him responsibility for all VW
brand communication channels—
whether traditional, online, mobile,
social, search or new developments-across all where the automaker
does business. It is a huge role,
particularly as Oliver also oversees the
development and implementation of
global measurement, analytics and
reporting tools across all channels,
while working to implement a holistic
consumer connections approach across
all marketing partners to drive costeffective, meaningful creativity and
innovation.
His diverse background has
undoubtedly paved the way for
taking on such a significant global
role. Immediately prior to being
named VW’s Head of Connections
Planning, Media & International
Communication, Oliver was working as
an independent Connections Planning
Consultant with AlmapBBDO in Sao
Paulo to improve Volkswagen Brazil’s
media creativity and innovation. A
native German speaker, this is not
the first time that he’s worked with
a German automaker. In 2000 and
2001, he served as Global Media
Director for the DaimlerChrysler Media
Alliance, based in Düsseldorf, where he
not only managed media planning and
buying activities across 60 markets,
but also developed global consumer
and brand-based strategic integrated
communications frameworks.
The majority of Oliver’s career,
though, has been spent at media
agencies— largely in management
roles with global or international
focus. He has been based in New York
for OMD, Horizon, and Universal
McCann; Austria for Universal
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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McCann; Bahrain for McCann
Erickson / Fortune PromoSeven; in
addition to his aforementioned roles in
Brazil and Germany.
He attributes his extensive work
crosses multiple categories from
Automotive (with GM US Cars &
DaimlerChrysler) to beverages (with
The Coca-Cola Co.) to packaged
goods (Gillette, J&J, L’Oreal) to retail
(IKEA, ACE) as well as entertainment
(Sony: Music, Movies, Electronics &
Corporate) to giving him the ability
to transfer best practices from across
categories and cultures, especially
in the areas of Consumer Insights,
Connection Planning, Multinational activations and critically,
implementation. We’d also add that
he’s an accomplished Internationalist
who’s driven to move the industry
forward.

Dr. Susan
Mboya-Kidero
President, The
Coca-Cola Africa
Foundation
(TCCAF)
Group Director,
Coca-Cola’s
Women’s Economic Empowerment
for Eurasia & Africa
Susan Mboya believes in women,
and in doing so, she leads strategy
development and implementation
for The Coca-Cola Africa Foundation
(TCCAF) while overseeing the rollout
of the Company’s 5By20 program.
This big bet on “women on women” by
Company’s CEO & Chairman Muhtar
Kent, launched in 2010, aims to enable
the economic empowerment 5 million
women in Coca-Cola value chain by
2020.  
She will partner with local and
international leaders among them
NGOs, government agencies and
women empowerment &community
development organizations along
with Coca-Cola’s bottling partners to
32
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secure resources to drive initiatives
that accelerate the 5By20 and TCCAF
programs.
Dr. Susan Mboya-Kidero joined
The Coca-Cola Company in September
2008 as General Manager of the
South Africa Franchise and CocaCola Canners SA. In 2011 she moved
into her current role as EAG’s Group
Director for Women’s Economic
Empowerment (5By20). In this
role, she led the Group’s efforts to
contribute effectively toward the
Company’s global commitment
to empower five million women
entrepreneurs across the Coca-Cola
value chain by 2020. She did this by
working with the System across all of
Africa, Middle East, India, Turkey and
Russia to accelerate the development
of sustainable small enterprises,
job creation and overall economic
empowerment of women through
entrepreneurial opportunities within
the Coca-Cola value chain.
Some of her most notable
achievements include securing over
$115 million in partner funding
towards the 5By20 initiatives,
including a $100 million fund from
the International Finance Corporation
(IFC) to provide financing to women
retailers.
The Coca-Cola Africa Foundation
was established in 2001 as an African
community foundation in response
to the growth and impact of the HIV
pandemic. In 2002, The Foundation
and Africa-based Coca-Cola bottlers
established the most extensive
employee healthcare program for
HIV/AIDS and related conditions in
Africa. The Foundation’s community
activities focus on one of four key areas
central to life in Africa: water, health,
education and entrepreneurship.
By providing assistance in the most
critical areas of need, the Foundation
strives to improve the quality of life for
communities in Africa and expand the
opportunities for those who live there.

David
Melançon
Chief Marketing
Officer
Benjamin Moore
From “painting
the town red”
or blue or green
along twenty Main
Streets to finding
a haunted Halloween hotel to “paint it
black,” Benjamin Moore’s new CMO
David Melançon made a big splash in
2013 at the 130-year old paint company.
Named the Benjamin Moore’s
Chief Marketing Officer at the start of
2013 after consulting for the company,
he oversees all aspects of brandbuilding from product management,
color innovation, marketing,
strategic alliances and corporate
communications. And he seems to
having fun while driving results.
The “Main Street Matters”
initiative is one such example that is
classic Melançon as it puts relevant
storytelling at the heart of brand
identity while underscoring heritage,
community and giving back. Yet, in
a recent interview, he simply calls it:
“connecting the dots.” The project
began last summer when Benjamin
Moore announced its biggest initiative
ever to revitalize communities across
North America with a campaign
that asked consumers to vote online
for which Main Streets should be
revitalized. Among the 20 chosen in
this initial year were: Flint, Michigan;
Halifax, Nova Scotia; Hilo, Hawaii;
Joplin, Missouri; Penticton, British
Columbia; Sea Bright, New Jersey and
Sheboygan, Wisconsin. See full list
at: http://paintwhatmatters.com/20_
communities
According to David Melançon,
“Our Main Streets are the vital hubs
of our communities - and Benjamin
Moore and our network of independent
dealers have always been integral parts
of Main Street. This investment we’re
making in communities around North
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America is core to our business and to
who we are.”
The effort was undertaken with
the support of many organizations,
including Make It Right, a long-time
partner of Benjamin Moore that was
founded by actor-philanthropist Brad
Pitt. Plus, local Benjamin Moore
dealers, along with local municipalities,
small businesses and local Chambers of
Commerce, helped in the Main Street
repainting efforts.
Benjamin Moore provided the
paint and supplies for all building
exteriors and trim, while its color
experts consulted on the best choices to
enhance the architectural style, regional
influences and historic references in
each community. Skilled professional
painters were hired, putting another
segment of local business to work
alongside the local Benjamin Moore
retailers. The project also demonstrated
how serving community can also
contribute to brand growth, preference
and profitability.
Over the course of David Melançon’s
career, he has been a client, a consultant
and a public relations executive.
His past roles included President
of IPG’s Futurebrand unit in North
America, which worked with such
global marketers as Microsoft, CocaCola, Intel and Unilever and head of
communications for Visa, a global role,
where he launch such products such as
online payments and stored value cards.

Nagisa Manabe
Chief Marketing
and Sales Officer,
Executive Vice
President
United States
Postal Service
Nagisa Manabe has a talent for making
challenges seem easy. Postal Services
throughout the world are working
to find new ways to transition from
an a business built on mail to one

that addresses new forms of delivery,
particularly as more consumers turn
to online shopping. Despite headlines
that have questioned the future of many
Postal Services around the globe, the
US Postal Service has been dynamically
growing — especially in the shipping
category.
Nagisa Manabe, who reports directly
to the Postmaster General, has been
driving this growth during her 20month tenure at the Postal Service.
Re-invigorating a 238-year-old brand that
services every person and business in
the nation is not easy. However, more
of the messages from the USPS reflect
the pride of its workers and the pride
of a nation as the organization aims to
reconnect with the American public.
Plus, the renovation of the Postal Service
shipping portfolio is making great
strides in differentiating its products,
while making it more accessible and
beneficial to both small businesses and
individual consumers.
Nagisa is well suited for her role
at the sprawling US Postal Service.
She’s held a broad range of marketing,
innovation and sales positions at
leading US and global companies
since graduation from Harvard
Business School in 1991. (She did
her undergraduate work at Yale with
a double major in Economics and
Japanese Studies.) Prior to the USPS,
she led the New Growth Platforms Team
for Coca Cola Japan. (She’s also a native
Japanese speaker.) Before that, she
was the vice president of Marketing for
Diageo Guinness USA, the beer and malt
beverage division of Diageo, after working
on the company’s rum businesses and
new product innovation.
Her marketing career began at Procter
& Gamble. In fact, she calculates that
she’s held a variety of key marketing,
product development and innovation
leadership positions for more than 30
brands with her roles at Procter & Gamble,
Johnson & Johnson, Unilever Bestfoods
North America, Campbell’s, Diageo and

Coca Cola.
In her US Postal Service position,
Nagisa Manabe is responsible for
all domestic and international
products marketing, development and
management. She is also responsible
for the Postal Service Pricing, Channel
Access, Global Business, Sales, Secure
Digital Solutions and Stamp Services
organizations.

Marlena PeleoLazar
Chief Creative
Officer
McDonald’s
Corporation
Marlena PeleoLazar, a Detroit
native, is the Chief Creative Officer of
McDonald’s Corporation where she is
responsible for all of the advertising
for Brand McDonald’s. With direct
responsibility for the work in the US,
and a general overview for all of the
other countries, her job is to raise the
company’s level of creativity all over the
world. She admits that each country has
their own agencies, but her role is to set
the guidelines for a “freedom within a
framework” model—a big task given the
global expanse of the Golden Arches.
She was instrumental in the creation
and implementation of the current
business-building, creative, the awardwinning “I’m Lovin’ It” advertising
campaign for McDonald’s that runs in
118 countries around the world. Now
a decade old, it’s the longest running
campaign in McDonald’s history. By
comparison, the well-known “You
Deserve A Break Today” was only 18
months old.
She admits that “I’m Lovin’ It” was a
truly simple idea—conceived in June and
on the air, in print, and on billboards
across the world by September.
Operating at breakneck speed was
exhausting, but exhilarating, particularly
given the long-term significance of the
campaign.
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Subsequent to her joining
McDonald’s, Marlena held a number
of creative roles with Leo Burnett
and Ogilvy & Mather—ranging from
copywriter to creative director. She
was tapped to bring some of that
creative department know-how to
McDonald’s in 2000 after speaking
at an advertising luncheon while the
chairman of McDonald’s was in the
audience. He came up to her after the
event, said he loved the way she spoke
about brands, and the rest is history.
Thirteen years later, Marlena’s still
going strong under the Golden Arches,
guiding one of the world’s most
recognizable brands while collecting
numerous creative and business
honors along the way.
Proud of being part of a leader in
the food industry, she stresses how
McDonalds takes its commitment
to nutrition seriously, especially for
children. Today, for example, all
Happy Meals in the US include apple
slices. She’s equally proud of such
McDonald’s initiatives the Ronald
McDonald House, now among the
biggest charities in the United States,
but one that is rarely publicized.
When not helping to polish the
“golden arches,” Marlena is active in
the Chicago advertising community.
In 2006 and 2007, she served as
President of the Chicago Advertising
Federation. She is often a featured
speaker at industry events and at
schools throughout the country.
Additionally, Marlena mentors many
people seeking careers in advertising
and marketing.

Roberto
Ricossa
Vice President
Marketing & Inside
Sales
Avaya
Watching Roberto
Ricossa at one
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of the company’s Avaya Evolutions
events, one immediately recognizes
his passion for insuring that the
company’s marketing excites, is
effective, and connects to the needs of
sales.
Whether prepping Apple co-founder
Steve Wozniak-- (Woz to Roberto)-- for
his appearance at an event, welcoming
and introducing new customers, or on
stage demonstrating the latest Avaya
innovations, he makes it all look easy
and seamless—embodying Avaya’s
call to action: The Power of We. Avaya
is a recognized innovator and leading
global provider of real-time business
collaboration and communications
solutions.
Incidentally, his region-wide,
customer-facing platform called Avaya
Evolutions has reached more than
25,000 prospects and customers in
over 15 cities across the US, Canada
and Latin America. It has influenced
over USD $700 Million in revenue in
just 12 months.
Since his 2009 start at Avaya,
Roberto Ricossa has not sat still.
His international marketing and
management responsibilities have
leapfrogged to include more projects
and responsibilities while crossing
more borders.
Born in Mexico City, Roberto
has spent roughly 20 years in the
international telecom industry. In
addition to his roles at Avaya, he has
held various sales and marketing
positions at Nortel and Anixter. He
believes that marketing’s role is critical
to sales growth, and has spent a career
insuring that his marketing talents
work to build a company’s bottom line.
In a Trendsetter interview, he
underscored how top-level executives
from the CEO to the CFO have had
more exposure to good marketing and
can recognize a beneficial plan when
it’s presented. “However,” he added,
“when you help sales produce doubledigit growth, marketing is no longer
viewed as playing a support role, but

is seen as an essential function in
contributing to the company’s overall
well-being.
“If I could change anything in
business today, I would start with a
company’s P&L and move marketing
from an expense to an investment.
This is more than semantics. ROI is at
the heart of any successful business;
effective marketing operates today
with the expectations of an investment
within a given timeframe.”
In his advocacy for the role of
marketing in large companies, he is
a supporter of the use of social media
to better connect customers with the
company, noting that complaints
lodged through social media need to
become a priority for large companies.
Ricossa has published on subjects
including the role of technology in fan
experience during the upcoming 2014
Winter Olympics, such as the move to
mobile viewership. He has also written
about the evolution of technology and
marketing over time.

Clayton
Ruebensaal
Vice Presiden
Marketing
The Ritz-Carlton
Hotel Company
Under Clayton
Ruebensaal’s leadership, The RitzCarlton Hotel Company’s new brand
platform has come to life. In fact,
Ritz-Carlton prefers to think of itself
as being in the business of creating
memories, a high ground in the hotel
business, and as a result, eschews the
usual copy and imagery of immaculate
rooms, pools and spas. The brand
platform, “Let Us Stay With You,”
turns a traditional approach on its
head. Rather than telling customers,
“Come stay with us,” The RitzCarlton promises an experience that
will stay with their guests long after
the actual stay ends. The images in
print advertising are of serendipitous
moments-- remembering a vacation
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or a successful business trip—amid
day-to-day life. Such an imprint is an
invitation to return to The Ritz-Carlton
simply by closing one’s eyes.
One of Clayton’s greatest strengths
is his tireless passion for the brand
in support for bringing the idea
of powerful memories to life. His
approach is to design programs for
each region that showcase the “creating
memories” brand platform, while also
speaking to core cultural or business
insights. The result is that the brand
promise stays the same; however, it
is brought to life uniquely for each
channel and region.
For example, in the Middle
East, where authentic hospitality is
time-honored, the focus is on the
experiences The Ritz-Carlton creates,
and how the hotel honors immaculate
service. This message was delivered
through an augmented reality
experience, a first for that region. In
China, where affluent consumers
are maturing in their knowledge and
appreciation of luxury goods at an
unprecedented rate, the focus is on
providing the crucial back story of The
Ritz-Carlton brand, its unique heritage
and pedigree, and why it should
be considered at the very top of the
category.
In the UK, the campaign’s goal
is to present the brand in a modern
light given lingering perceptions.
Through rich media, advertorial and
an event, the brand was portrayed as
contemporary with a focus on usergenerated content and unexpected
experiences around the globe. In
Japan, The Ritz-Carlton partnered with
a leading lifestyle magazine. Rather
than run print ads, it created portraits
of Ritz-Carlton guests at each of the
hotels in that country. The portraits
were recreations of a guest’s powerful
memories from that property that
stayed with them ever since.
Clayton Ruebensaal has been with
The Ritz-Carlton in his marketing

role for just three years, following a
meteoric agency career. He served as
CEO of Beattie McGuinness Bungay
as they opened in New York-- just as
BMB became agency of the year in the
UK after three years in business. Prior
roles included CEO of Cliff Freeman
& Partners (2008-2009) and EVP,
Business Director of BBDO for five
years. Early career roles included
positions at Deutsche and Grey.

Bob
Rupczynski
Vice President
Media, Data, CRM
Kraft Foods Group
Bob Rupczynski
was hired at Kraft in
August 2012 as Vice President of Media,
Data and CRM to help make the foods
giant nimble, and move from a standard
9-month media planning approach to
real-time thinking with daily decisions
that tie back to sales.
His first step in transitioning the
100-year-old company to becoming a
more agile marketer was to build a new
infrastructure that does not look like
any organizational framework currently
in place at a corporation that can boast
over 27 brands each generating more
than $100 million in sales. . At the
heart of the process is driving business
value, and insuring that marketing
activities lead to purchases.
Kraft, of course, is one of the largest
consumer packaged food and beverage
companies in North America, with
annual revenues of more than $18
billion. Kraft launched as a public and
independent company on Oct. 1, 2012,
after spinning off its global snack
operation as Mondelez International
Inc. The grocery division continues
to carry the Kraft name, and includes
such brands as Oscar Mayer, Planters,
JELL-O, Maxwell House, Velveeta,
Philadelphia, and Kraft Macaroni &
Cheese.
To make this happen, Bob had to

collapse all departments, teams and
specialists that touch upon media,
data or CRM into one department
with application across the entire
organization. This took roughly 8
months, and involved numerous legal
and privacy issues, along with dramatic
changes to corporate infrastructure.
Silos are one of a number of
impediments to real-time marketing,
which must be collaborative and
multidisciplinary by nature. His team
provides a data and activation overlay
that can enhance product sales and
relevant consumer interactions.
Through Bob Rupczynski’s
encouragement, Kraft’s marketing
evolution is moving from being
campaign-focused to always-on. There
is greater emphasis on responding to
change, rather than simply following
a plan. Plus there’s a shift in focus to
individuals and interactions, instead of
process and protocol.
Prior to taking on this new role
at Kraft, Bob Rupczynski served as
Global Director of Digital Marketing
for the Wrigley Company in Chicago
for four years, working with brands
like Skittles, Lifesavers, Starburst, and
Altoids. Earlier, he spent seven years
in global digital marketing at Alberto
Culver.

Lisa Shalett
Partner and
Global Head of
Brand Marketing
and Digital
Strategy,
Goldman Sachs
Lisa Shalett, who started at Goldman
Sachs in 1995, has had a diversity
of roles in her 19 years at the firm,
following an early career focus on Japan.
(She’s a Japanese speaker with a BA in
East Asian Studies from Harvard.)
Currently Global Head of Brand
Marketing and Digital Strategy,
she was asked to take on the role to
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focus on the firm’s brand amidst the
reputational challenges facing Wall
Street and, in particular, Goldman
Sachs. During this unprecedented
period in the firm’s history, she has
led the strategic development of the
firm’s first corporate image advertising
campaign, Progress is Everyone’s
Business, which received awards
from the Financial Communications
Society and Midas. She is driving the
firm’s digital strategy, including the
launch of its presence on social media
platforms such as LinkedIn, YouTube
and Twitter, search marketing efforts,
and the redesign of gs.com, the firm’s
external website, to enable Goldman
Sachs to improve transparency
and communications with external
stakeholders.
The talented team she leads is
also responsible for Goldman Sachs’
Annual Report, proprietary brand
and reputation research, recruitment
marketing, and marketing for
internal clients including the Office
of Corporate Engagement and its
signature philanthropic programs,
10,000 Women, 10,000 Small
Businesses, and Goldman Sachs Gives.
Her prior roles at Goldman Sachs
reflect an extraordinary range of
capabilities and included: Managing
Director, COO of Global Compliance,
Legal and Internal Audit; Managing
Director, Head of International
Equities, Co-Head of US Shares
Institutional Sales; Managing
Director, Global Head of Equities
Merchandising. She began with the
company on the revenue producing
side as an Associate on the Japanese
Equities Sales Desk in New York, and
moved to Tokyo and was promoted to
Managing Director, Global Co-Head
of Japanese Shares Sales & Trading,
which leveraged her expertise in
Japanese language and business, and
enabled her live and work in Tokyo for
2 years.
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Marc
Speichert
Global CMO
Leader
L’Oreal
Marc Speichert is
a maverick. Still
shy of 40, he
was named Global CMO of L’Oreal in
late November, following a promotion
four months earlier to CMO-Americas.
He’ll remain based in New York despite
leading marketing for the world’s largest
cosmetics company, headquartered in
the Paris suburb of Clichy. Plus, Marc
Speichert is a champion of digital for
fashion and beauty brands in an industry
that is only beginning to migrate
from traditional ways of marketing its
products.
He joined L’Oreal USA in 2010,
after 13 years at Colgate-Palmolive,
in the newly-created role of Chief
Marketing Officer. Since then,
under his CMO leadership, the
US businesses have led the way in
capturing consumer intelligence
and new business opportunities,
taking advantage of new digital
technologies. A Chief Marketing
Officer organization has now been
duplicated in the Group’s most
strategic markets.
In his international role, Marc
Speichert will accelerate the US
success model globally. Over the last
three years, he has built the business
case and implemented the CMO
organization in the US and has actively
contributed to the L’Oreal Group’s
Strategic Marketing governance.
He now assumes the global
leadership of the CMOs in local
markets, working with each of the
L’Oreal geographic Zones in defining
their CMO priorities and roadmaps,
their organization guidelines, while
functionally leading the growing CMO
teams across the world.   Additionally,
he takes on the responsibility of
inspiring the now established CMO

Board of the L’Oreal Group to improve
the company’s talent investment
plans regarding all CMO functions
which include: media and new media,
consumer insights and consumer
affairs, business analytics, CRM and
e-business. He’ll continue to work
in close collaboration with L’Oreal’s
digital acceleration teams.
Marc Speichert received his masters
in Marketing Management from ESCP
Europe. Among his many recognitions
are: Forbes’ 2013 list of the World’s Most
Influential CMOs, Top 40 under 40
by Brand Innovators, UJA-Federation
of New York’s Maxwell (Mac) Dane
Award, and The American Advertising
Federation’s 2012 Hall of Achievement.
L’Oreal USA, headquartered
in New York City, is the largest
subsidiary of the L’Oreal Group, the
world’s leading beauty company.
The company’s portfolio of leading
brands includes Lancome, Giorgio
Armani Beauty, Yves Saint Laurent
Beaute, Viktor & Rolf, Diesel, Cacharel,
L’Oreal Paris, Garnier, Vichy, La
Roche-Posay, L’Oreal Professionnel,
Kerastase and Shu Uemura Art of
Hair. The U.S. is the base for product
development, international marketing
and advertising of L’Oreal’s thirteen
American brands: Maybelline New
York, Soft-Sheen.Carson, Kiehl’s
Since 1851, Ralph Lauren Fragrances,
Essie Cosmetics, Redken 5th Avenue
NYC, Matrix, Mizani, Pureology,
SkinCeuticals, Dermablend, Clarisonic
and Urban Decay.
Her Japan interest grew from
her experience there as an exchange
student while in high school and led
to her focus on East Asian Studies at
Harvard. After graduating, Lisa worked
at the Fuji Television Network in Tokyo
producing Japanese game shows and a
home shopping show. Lisa returned to
Harvard for her MBA, and then joined
Bertelsmann as Executive Assistant
to the President of BMG Direct.
Missing the opportunity to leverage
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her Japan background, she discovered
the Japanese Equities Sales role, and
moved to Wall Street, first at Barclays
in New York, and then to Goldman
Sachs.

Américo
Campos Silva
Global Marketing
Manager
Shell Brands
International
Américo Campos
Silva readily admits that this is one of the
most exciting times to be in marketing.
His journey over the past 18 months has
focused on the global synchronization
of the sprawling Shell brand—rich in
heritage and with diverse stakeholders—
through a new digital infrastructure. The
benefits, particularly in today’s Big Data
environment, have proved greater than
all initial expectations. In fact, Américo
may have a coined a new marketing
phrase in describing those benefits as
collateral results.
Américo Campos Silva manages
the Shell overall global Media budget
across all businesses globally, and is
responsible for the agency contract
and the development of media
strategies and media consumption
habits across all Shell audiences and
geographies. He also developed the
vision and strategy that allowed the
implementation of a global digital
infrastructure for Shell digital buys.
In early 2010, he realized that in
addition to the complex fragmentation
of Shell businesses across different
audiences, the management of the
company’s digital media buys were
also quite fragmented via 13 ad servers
around the globe. To have global,
homogenous, consistent and like4like
data management of Shell’s digital
media buys, the company needed
to migrate to one global Adserver
provider. In 2013, the company had
direct access to data of all digital
campaigns globally. Through

Américo’s effort, Shell was also able
to achieve a structural cost reduction
with this change of more than 45% in
Adserving costs.
Interestingly, this decision created
other opportunities for Shell. One
involves digital creative. “We now
have a streamlined process to develop,
build, and deploy digital assets on a
global basis,” says Campos Silva. “This
new process will help us improve the
speed in which we go live in market,
while reducing the time agencies need
to adapt digital assets. It also equates
to a significant cost and structural
reduction allocated for production. At
the same time, it improves the control
and visibility of the implementation.”
A Shell veteran, Américo Campos
Silva started his career at Shell
Portugal’s Advertising and Media
Department 20 years ago after serving
as a young account director at Publicis
Lisbon. His roles within Shell have
ranged from local brand management
to global marketing communications
as he moved with each assignment
from his native Portugal to Brazil to
the UK to Switzerland and now back to
London. During that time, he launched
in over 50 countries Shell Retail’s most
successful global promotion called
the Velocita project, led a new Media
Audit methodology, consolidated
all lines of business with a single
global media agency, developed a 360
model to outsource retail promotions
while creating the first-ever selfliquidating promotion with zero cost
to implement, and during his years
in Brazil, he found new ways to work
with procurement, which are now
considered best practice at Shell.

Chris
Thompson
President & CEO
Brand USA
“Discover
America, Land
of Dreams” is
the latest ad
campaign from
Brand USA which features Rosanne
Cash, daughter of country legend
Johnny Cash, amid images of both an
iconic and modern America—friends
at a dinner in California wine country,
a bi-racial couple at a New Orleans
wedding celebration, a man of Asian
descent riding a Harley through the
Redwood Forest, a blond woman in the
Everglades, a gay couple embracing in
San Francisco, two smiling Muslim
women on a New York street, and Cash
herself strumming at the Brooklyn
Bridge.
Brand USA, just two and a half
years old, was created to encourage
international tourists to see the United
States as a compelling destination
with its diverse geographies, countless
attractions and welcoming people,
while also aiming to grow America’s
share of the global travel market. Chris
Thompson was recruited to lead the
organization in late September 2012
and has already attained a level of
respect, accomplishment and good will
that characterized his 15 years as head
of the Visit Florida tourism authority,
his prior role.
Florida is well known for attracting
foreign visitors to the US, and
interestingly, also formed the basis
for Brand USA as a public-private
organization. Established by the
federal government to promote and
advertise the United States abroad as
a travel destination, Brand USA relies
on both business contributions plus
matching government funds generated
by fees collected from international
tourists whose countries are part of
the US visa-waiver program. Chris
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Thompson played a key role as one
of a number of industry leaders who
helped lead the effort to gain support
for the passage of the Travel Promotion
Act, which formed the Corporation
for Travel Promotion, now known as
Brand USA.
While president and chief executive
officer of Visit Florida, Chris Thompson
was responsible for leading the state’s
tourism industry through the marketing
aftereffects of the BP oil spill in 2010,
which washed ashore crude from
the Gulf of Mexico onto Florida’s
Panhandle coastline. Known for forging
relationships with state legislators, he
also doubled the state’s public funding
of tourism promotion, from $26 million
a year to $54 million, during his tenure
in office.
As president & CEO of Brand
USA, Chris Thompson’s top focus is
on building marketing strategies to
increase inbound travel to the United
States, with an eye toward increased
US exports and employment. This
means marketing, PR and partnership
programs essential to the overall
marketing of the United States as a
premier world travel destination, plus
communications programs to inspire
travelers to explore the vast range of
experiences the US offers.
Brand USA’s goals are ambitious.
However, since its dramatic fall post9/11 and an additional drop during
the peak of the global financial crisis,
international tourism to the US
in 2013 reached an all-time high.
Congratulations, Mr. Thompson.

Rodney
Williams
Senior Vice
PresidentMarketing
Moët Hennessy
USA
“Never stop.
Never settle.” may
be the theme of
Hennessy Cognac’s advertising, but it
also aptly describes Rodney Williams
in his role as brand champion. His
passion to reintroduce a 250 year old
product to urban Millennial men not
only resulted in a new strategic platform
for the brand, but in transformational
growth and record sales.
The Hennessy campaign
acknowledges the continuous quest to
exceed the limits of one’s potential and
personifies this yearning for success as
a “wild rabbit.” It asks, “What’s your
wild rabbit?” and showcases celebrities
who strike a different chord with 21- 35
year old men as they are both masterful
at their crafts, but never satisfied in the
pursuit of their goals. Among the first
to share their wild rabbit aspirations
were: Manny Pacquiao, the Filipino
boxer and senator, and Martin Scorsese,
the famous film director obsessed by
perfection. Today, Nas, the hip hop star
and son of jazz musician Olu Dara, talks
of his passions beyond music.
The goal of “Never stop. Never
settle.” is to emotionally connect with
Hennessy’s core consumers at they are
struggling to realize their own potential.
Such sentiments are breakthrough for
Cognac advertising, which tends to

highlight wealth and success, rather than
the act of striving—particularly if one is
already accomplished.
Rodney Williams enjoys telling the
story of how he described the campaign
to the company’s CEO in France while
he was still new in the marketing role.
The CEO’s response was that it was
either “genius or sheer madness,” and
he wished him all the best.
Fortunately, it worked well, and the
advertising campaign was instrumental
in returning the brand to growth after
four flat years. Hennessy remains the
#1 selling Cognac brand in the US and
the world. Rodney Williams continues
to trail blaze for Hennessy, and recently
was in the press with a new native
advertising program to make the brand’s
wild rabbit concept more accessible
through content that tells a fuller story.
Prior to his role at Moët Hennessy,
Rodney Williams served as SVP of
Classics Brands at Jackson Family
Wines (Kendall-Jackson). He also
was SVP of Robert Mondavi Lifestyle
Brands at Constellation Wines, where
he oversaw the successful turnaround
of Woodbridge. Before joining the wine
business, Rodney headed the marketing
team behind the innovative launch of
OnStar for General Motors. He began
his career in brand management at
Procter & Gamble and Johnson &
Johnson.

The Internationalists of the Year initiative, begun in 2004, is the result of an annual nomination
process during a 3-month Call for Entries period. Never before had we received so many nominations
for several people within the same department at the same company. Although a majority of
Internationalists cite teamwork as critical to their success, we were surprised that these individuals were
cited so often by so many. In the end, the decision was clear; we’d break the rules this time and name
3 people in the same department that have collaborated to make a difference.

And what a global difference!
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Michael Kors Global Marketing Team
Michael Kors has grown to be an almost USD $13 billion fashion empire, thanks to
accelerating global brand awareness. Certainly the company expanded to many of
the world’s key luxury markets in Europe, Asia and the Middle East, but the brand’s
fashion-forward allure resonates with customers everywhere who seek the look of
a jet-set lifestyle that is more aspirational than other accessible luxury brands in its
fashion peer group.
The Kors momentum has also been driven by a brand loyalty that often starts

Lisa Pomerantz,
SVP, Global Communications
& Marketing

by anchoring its product line with specific accessories, particularly it popular
bags and chronograph watches. However, many believe that the company has
succeeded because the Michael Kors marketing team understands its true market
demographic, a group that Luxury marketing expert Pam Danziger characterizes as
“High Earners Not Rich Yet” or HENRYs, a growing segment that earns between
$100,000 and $250,000.
Without question, the company takes marketing risks. Just this November,
Michael Kors sponsored a first Instagram post. And although some brands may
have been daunted by an initial backlash to the sponsored image of their stunning
gold watch, the post received a record of nearly 100,000 likes in just the initial four
hours.
Other initiatives include a focus on the popular Selma handbag, launched in
Spring 2013. Fans are asked to snap a photograph of their purse “on location,”
upload it to Instagram and accompany the image with the hashtag #JetSetSelma.
Michael Kors also brought this program to life at a Tokyo museum.
Both Kristen Campbell, VP Marketing, and Laura Parsons, Director Global
Advertising, are Calvin Klein veterans who have been working at Michael

Kristen Campbell,
VP Marketing

Kors for four years and two years respectively. Lisa Pomerantz, SVP of Global
Communications & Marketing, joined in 2011 after a long tenure at the Gucci
Group with 9 years at Bottega Veneta. She and Michael Kors worked closely
together at Celine in the late 1990s when Kors served as designer at the LVMH
house while Pomerantz was its director of communications for North America.
The team, though, of Pomerantz, Campbell and Parsons is making a global
difference to a growing brand.

Laura Parsons,
Director Global Advertising
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What is the key for traditional
media brands’ quest to
regain luster?
Wouldn’t you feel uneasy if you find your partner sitting on the couch in the living
room seriously checking out an ad about a dubious diet pill on an iPad?
By Saneharu
Mushakoji, Managing
Director, Advertising
Review Council Japan

Consumers living in today’s wired

business models? One of the critical

society benefit greatly from the

factors for their revival is credibility. It

transformative powers of the

is vital for them to protect and boost

Internet, which has revolutionized

their reputation as safe and reliable

the way goods and services are

advertising vehicles.

advertised and sold. But they should

Saneharu Mushakoji is
Managing Director of Japan’s
Advertising Review Council,
based in Tokyo. The goal of
his commentary in to share
insights about Japan’s services
for traditional media which
enhance these brands and
can be applied to media in
other countries. Mushakojisan’s career began in 1981 at
Nikkei Inc. in Tokyo. He also
worked as Frankfurt Branch
Manager and later as Director
and Company Secretary at
London HQ of Nikkei Europe
Ltd covers EMEA. And also
in Kyoto and Osaka, Japan.
Saneharu Mushakoji can be
reached at musha@adreco.jp
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be aware of the dangers posed by

Since the Federal Communications

online advertising and retailing.

Commission published a report on

Compared with traditional media

the ongoing media transformation in

like newspapers, TV and magazines,

2011, traditional media organizations

the Internet exposes consumers

in the U.S., such as newspapers,

to greater risk of fraudulent ads

TV and magazines, have been

containing questionable information

accelerating their efforts for

and expressions.

management reform. In addition to
trying to save their traditional media

Will traditional media all be

businesses like publishing dailies

swallowed up by Internet

and TV broadcasting, they have also

powerhouses in this digital age, as

been seeking to enhance their digital

indicated by the purchase of the

businesses by focusing on their

Washington Post by Amazon.com

targeting and interactive functions

CEO Jeff Bezos? Or can they restore

in order to reverse the downtrend in

luster to their brands by pushing

their ad revenue.

through radical reforms of their

“

“

COMMENTARY

Traditional media companies

In most industrial nations,

In Japan, a unique pre-review

are trapped in the vortex of the

mass media have traditionally

system to foster truth and

Internet revolution, which is

depended only on their own desk-

accuracy in advertising for

dramatically changing the face

checking systems for screening

the sake of consumers was

of society, creating a wide range

applications for ads and checking

established more than four

of risks for both consumers and

ad text for inappropriate words

decades ago. Major media

businesses in the process. As

and expressions. Even the most

companies, such as newspaper

providers of information, mass

excellent media organizations

publishers and TV broadcasters,

media should respond effectively

armed with outstanding

have since been trying to improve

to advertisements that could

advertising standards, however,

the effectiveness of the system

cause damage to consumers

cannot make flawless judgment

as part of their efforts to boost

based on the fundamental

on whether to run specific ads

their credibility as ad media. This

principles of the profession in the

of new advertisers by using only

attempt could offer some insight

same way that they are doing with

expertise and experiences they

for efforts by media companies

problems such as the proliferation

have accumulated, information

around the world to enhance

of harmful information readily

hastily collected from books

their credibility and reliability.

available to children.

or through the Internet and
documents submitted by ad

In 1971, the year remembered

Just think about it, how important

agencies. Many mass media

for U.S. President Richard

it is for consumers not to have

in not only the U.S. but also in

Nixon’s surprise decision to

to worry about encountering

other major industrial nations

cancel unilaterally the direct

false, exaggerated or otherwise

have been grappling with this

convertibility of the U.S. dollar

problematic ads when they are

challenge for years. These

to gold, a foundation was set up

reading newspapers, either

countries have their own systems

in Japan to protect consumers

printed or online editions, or

to deal with problematic ads after

from ads containing deceptive or

watching TV. Imagine consumers

they are published or broadcast.

exaggerated information. Named

feeling confident about the

It’s an indispensable social

the Newspaper Advertising

credibility of all ads in advertising

function to protect the interest of

Review Council (NARC), the

media. Consider whether it is

customers. But such conventional

foundation was the world’s first

necessary to come up with new

systems alone cannot improve

independent organization that

measures to make that happen.

the situation significantly.

offers an ad pre-review service

In most industrial nations, mass media have traditionally depended
only on their own desk-checking systems for screening applications for
ads and checking ad text for inappropriate words and expressions
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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including inspection visits to

review sections.

inspections. As a result, the
Asahi and the Nikkei took the

advertisers. Two national dailies

initiative in establishing NARC.

– the Asahi and the Nikkei –

In the year before NARC

and five advertising agencies

was established, an ad about

provided funds to establish the

condominium sales was

Since it was effectively

public entity.

published in national papers.

impossible for media companies

But the advertiser, Nihon Corpo,

to visit all their advertisers for

NARC, in response to requests

failed before the condominium

such investigations, Japanese

from member media companies,

was completed, causing heavy

media firms opted to establish a

pays visits to advertisers to

losses to purchasers who had

non-profit foundation that can do

interview executives about their

already paid money. The victims

such research for them.

management, business operations

filed a damages suit against six

and the content of ads they want

companies – the three national

During the 43 years since

to run. Then, the organization

newspapers that carried the ad

it was founded, NARC has

reviews whether the advertisers

and their ad agencies – seeking

accumulated both expertise and

or their businesses meet relevant

to hold them liable for the ad.

experiences through a huge

legal requirements, if any,

The case was eventually brought

number of investigations it

as well as the administrative

to the Supreme Court, which

has conducted. As a result, the

penalties imposed on them in

acquitted the six defendants. But

entity’s investigation methods

the past. If necessary, NARC

the top court’s ruling argued that

and evaluation criteria have

also asks various administrative

when there are special reasons

been refined and integrated

organizations whether the

to doubt the validity of an ad’s

into efficient systems. This has

advertisers have violated any law

content the media companies

also led to the refinement of the

after checking the ads they plan

and ad firms involved are legally

screening processes in which

to run for the legality of their

obliged to carry out research to

member media companies detect

content. NARC compiles all

check the facts. This ruling set the

problematic ads.

the facts and information it has

precedence for holding media and

gathered about advertisers into

ad agencies responsible for the

Efforts to improve the

reports and submits them to the

content of ads in Japan.

environment for fostering truth
and accuracy in advertising have

member media companies that
requested such research. Media

This ruling made it necessary

made steady progress in the past

companies use NARC reports

for media companies to enhance

four decades. Media can boost

as part of materials for deciding

the effectiveness of their pre-

customer satisfaction by earning

whether they will run specific

reviews of ads. They now had to

a reputation for the credibility

ads. They always make the final

make comprehensive judgment

of ads they run and win the

decisions according to their own

about the appropriateness of ads

trust of advertisers by insulating

advertising standards and after

by combining their traditional

themselves from problematic

in-house discussions at their ad

desk-checking with on-site

companies and deceptive ads.
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COMMENTARY

Members of ACR Japan

Total 73 companies / February 2014
							

Newspaper

12

Nikkei, Asahi, Yomiuri, Mainichi, Sankei, Chunichi, Hokkaido, Nishinihon, etc.

Broadcast

17

TV Asahi, Nippon TV, TV Tokyo, Fuji TV, TBS, FM Tokyo, Nippon Broadcasting, etc.		

Magazine

5

Kodansha, Recruit, NikkeiBP, etc.		

Internet

1

Yahoo Japan		

Advertising Agency

38

Dentsu, Hakuhodo, I&S BBDO, Asahi Advertising, Nikkeisha, Dentsu Y&R, etc.
			

Over time, such efforts help

ARC and its member media

are conducted by the Japan

enhance the value of media

firms are mutually independent

Advertising Review Organization

brands and boost the effectiveness

partners. ARC never tries to

(JARO) in Japan. JARO, which

of ads they run.

influence media’s decisions

was created three years after

about whether they should run

the foundation of ARC, is also

The foundation, which was

specific ads. On the other hand,

making a great contribution to

originally established by two

media don’t interfere in ARC’s

the protection of consumers.

leading newspapers and ad

ad reviews.

Thus, Japan has two separate
organizations that monitor and

agencies, later expanded its
membership greatly. Now, its

Activities like receiving

review ads before and after they

member media firms include not

complaints, reviewing and

appear in the media in order

only all national newspapers and

evaluating already-run

to foster truth and accuracy in

all major TV broadcasters but

advertisements and responding

national advertising. I hope this

also radio stations, magazines,

to problematic ads, which

unique approach to protecting the

an operator of portals and

are carried out by the Better

interests of consumers will help

ad agencies. As the scope of

Business Bureau (BBB) and

related industries in other major

member media has widened, the

the Advertising Self-Regulatory

industrial nations improve their

foundation changed its name to

Council (ASRC) in the U.S. and

own efforts to protect and increase

the Advertising Review Council

by the Advertising Standards

the value of media brands.

(ARC) in January 2012.

Authority (ASA) in the U.K.,
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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7
OPMA CELEBRATES THE ANNUAL
PRESIDENT’S LUNCH IN LONDON
UK-based OPMA, the Overseas Press
and Media Association, initiated a new
website at the celebration of their annual
President’s Lunch at The Groucho Club
in London’s Soho. The organization can
trace its roots to 1927; today OPMA’s
mission continues by providing the
advertising community with a trusted
supply of information concerning overseas
advertising representation.

NEW YORK AD THINK BY THE NY AD CLUB
As part of an ongoing series, the New York Ad Club helps define the intersection of advertising and
technology through a panel of experts and five hand-selected start-ups with cutting edge solutions
for the advertising, marketing and media worlds. In rapid-fire rounds, these industry leading
panelists evaluate each business, ask the tough questions and provide insightful feedback.
The All-Star Panel of “CRITICS” included (left to right):
Joseph Jaffe (Moderator) - CEO/Co-founder of Evol8tion Lee Nadler - Marketing Communications &
Agency Relations Manager, MINI Malena Higuera - SVP of Marketing, L’Oreal Paris David Berkowitz Chief Marketing Officer, MRY Bob Greene - Managing Partner, Contour Ventures

Pictured left to right:
1 D
 avid Oliver, OPMA President,
addressing the luncheon crowd
2 O
 leg Tsebenko, Mercury Publicity UK;
Ana Martinez, Terra Firma Associates;
Devrim Yildiz and Linda Paris-- both
Mercury Publicity UK
3 T
he OPMA team: Chris Maundrell, Matt
Findel-Hawkins, Brett Warren (Vice
President), Jackie Dunn, Alex McKibben
(Publisher of OPMA Guide), Patricia
Corbett, David Oliver (President) and
Sally Coleman (Guide Designer)
4 J
ulia Libuda, Total Media; Max Williams;
Total Media; Peter Minett, Peter Minett &
Partners; Chris Maundrell, Axel Springer
5 S
 adie Foster, OSP; Phil Pearson, Havas;
Lucie Cattini, Smyth International
6 P
hil Wood, Autographer (who donated an
Autographer Camera as a prize) and Joel
Cymberg, One Central Point (winner of
the Autographer Camera)
7 J
eanine Soldner, Burda; Sarah Gaudszen,
Essence; Aljona Kozlova, Brand-Links

WIND FOR PROSPERITY MARKETING INITIATIVE KICKS OFF AT UN
Vestas and Masdar launched a ground-breaking corporate initiative to fight energy poverty at the end of
last year in New York. Approximately 1.3 billion people today live without reliable access to electricity.
Some of these same people are close to abundant, untapped wind resources. What if rural off-grid
communities could experience sustainable prosperity by harvesting the wind in an economically viable
manners?
A panel led by Jose Maria Figueres, President of Carbon War Room, discussed poverty, electricity access,
sustainable growth, and how corporations can
Panelists- pictured left to right:
Morten Albaek, CMO- Vestas Wind Energy; Prof. Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute and Professor
of Sustainable Development at Columbia University; Kim Gredsted, Partner at Frontier Investment
Management; Ib Petersen, Ambassador, Permanent Representative of Denmark to the United Nations, NY.

We make it simple to advertise in global markets — on premium online sites
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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MARKETING MAKES A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
The Internationalist and the ANA/Association of National Advertisers presented the first in
a series of think tanks called Marketing Makes a World of Difference to help marketers learn
more about programs that do good, transform brand and consumer relationships, and
make an impact on the world at large.

7

Four extraordinary marketers of varied national origin from four different industry sectors
discussed how their companies embrace big, sustainable ideas with innovative marketing
strategies that connect deeply with customers’ passions and values. These programs go
beyond charitable giving, Corporate Social Responsibility projects, “green” initiatives,
or even cause-related ventures. They are simply CENTRAL to marketing ideals and new
business models. When done right, these initiatives result in growth and in literally making
a difference in the world.
The speakers included: Morten Albaek, Group SVP, Global MarCom & Corporate Relations
for Denmark’s Vestas Wind Systems; Babs Rangaiah, Vice President of Global Media
Innovation & Ventures for Anglo/Dutch Unilever; Kieran Foley, Group Marketing Director for
Ireland’s Digicel; Albe Zakes, Global Vice President of Communications for TerraCycle Inc.
All photo identifications from left:

8

1 
Elliot Lum of Sony Music, host of the Marketing Makes a World of Difference Think Tank at
New York’s Sony Club; Babs Rangaiah, Unilever; Morten Albaek, Vestas; Deborah Malone,
The Internationalist; Albe Zakes, TerraCycle; Kieran Foley; Digicel.
2 
Rebeca Vargas, JP Morgan Chase and Mindy Ross, AJC
3 
Duke Fanelli, ANA and Elliot Lum, Sony Music
4 
Tim Reed, NYSE; John Williams, Michael Graf and KJ Shockey—All BBC/BBC.com
5 
Melissa Nacerino, Avaya and Camille Walker, Avon
6 
Michelle Tarr, Elateral
7 
Trish Wheaton, Y&R
8 
Perry Kamel and Paul Wendlandt—both Elateral with Gretchen Parks JP Morgan Chase
9 
Jui (Chairit) Nasomyont, Avon; Lan Phan, ANA; Elliot Lum, Sony Music
10 
Mirella Amalia Vitale and Morten Albaek—both Vestas
11 
Sharon Zhu and Eric Vaughn Flam—both SOVR

10

9

11

Contact our team: Conover Brown, Melissa Worrell, Natalya Meytin, Jeannie Ng, Shirley Wai
conoverbrown@worldmediaonline.com melissaworrell@worldmediaonline.com
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Copyright Infringement Claims
for Tattoos?

by Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq. This article was written with the
assistance of Benjamin Dottino, J.D. candidate.
Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq., the General Counsel for the
Internationalist, shares the association’s legal perspectives
and opinions for today’s ever changing global advertising
landscape.

Eric Vaughn-Flam is a

Senior Partner of the firm
Sanders Ortoli Vaughn-

Flam Rosenstadt LLP,

www.sovrlaw.com where

he heads the Intellectual

Property and Advertising
Departments

1

17 U.S.C. § 102.

Reed v. Nike, Inc., 2005 WL
1182840 (D.Or.).
2

Whitmill v. Warner Bros.
Entertainment, Inc., 2011 WL
2038149 (E.D.Mo.).

3

Escobedo v. THQ, Inc., 2012
WL 5815742 (N.D.Ill.).

4

Christopher A. Harkins,
Tattoos and Copyright
Infringement: Celebrities,
Marketers, and Business
Beware of the Ink, 10 Lewis &
Clark L. Rev. 313 (2006).

5
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One might think we own an unfettered right to our own skin. But when people
get tattoos, they are having an artist create a copyrightable work on their face,
body, and limbs. This poses a problem when tattooed people are featured in
advertising and have not secured rights to the tattoos. Amazingly, tattoo artists
are increasingly filing suit for copyright infringement against companies that
feature their handiwork on celebrities and athletes without first obtaining
permission. The copyright requirement of fixation in a tangible medium includes
an artwork created on a human canvas, and thus is an enforceable copyright.1
When people with tattoos are featured in advertising, advertisers need to secure
the rights to the tattoos as well.
In two recent notable cases, tattoo artists sued for copyright
infringement after their artwork appeared in a commercial and motion picture.
In 2004, Matthew Reed inked a design he created on former NBA professional
basketball player Rasheed Wallace. Nike subsequently used Wallace’s likeness in
advertisements prominently featuring the tattoo. Reed brought suit the following
year against the NBA and ad-firm Weiden & Kennedy for direct copyright
infringement as well as contributory infringement against Wallace.2 In a similar
case, tattoo artist S. Victor Whitmill, who inked Mike Tyson’s infamous face
tattoo, filed a copyright infringement claim against Warner Bros. Entertainment
in 2011.3 The studio’s picture, “The Hangover Part II” featured a character with a
face tattoo nearly identical to Whitmill’s tattoo. Copyright infringement suits have
expanded to include tattoos featured in other commercial works.4
If, however, the tattoo artist took the design from a stencil book for
example, the defense of lack of originality may be available. Similarly, if the
customer provided the design for the tattoo, the tattoo may be considered a workfor-hire, meaning that the tattoo artist is not the author for copyright purposes.5
Advertisers would do well to follow the lead of the NFLPA, which has
begun to advise football players to obtain copyright waivers or licenses from
tattoo artists. Of course, tattoos can just be covered or airbrushed to avoid the
problem altogether. So the next time an advertiser wants to cast the likes of Colin
Kaepernick or David Beckham, beware the infringement liability that lurks on
the inked epidermis.
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